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MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER
AMERICAN CETACFAN SOCIETY
Soundings JANUARY 1988 MEETING
DATE: THURSDAY, JANUARY 28, 1988
TIME: 7:30 P.M.'. ,
PLACE: FISHER LECTURE HALL, HOPKINS MARINE STATION, PACIFIC GROVE
SPEAKER: CAROLYN HEATH, UC SANTA CRUZ
TOPIC: BEHAVIOR AND ECOLOGY' OF THE CALIFORNIA SEA LION
The California Sea Lion is one of the best known and vocal of our local marine mammals.
In fact, their familiar "barking" as they rest and squabble at the Coast Guard Breakwater
can be heard at ~onsiderabledistances on a still night. They are common along our coast
during most of the yea~, only leaving to head south to the breeding rookeries on the
Channel Islands in the late spring. Carolyn Heath has been studying the behavior of these
animals, for he,rgoc:.~or,a,te!"e~p.eciallYpon,t~~iI:.bre~,~ing grounds in the Channel Islands and
at 'Isla Angel de la Guarda in Mexico~ She will give a general overview of their life
history, how they compare to other sea lions and then will talk in greater detail about her
own research. As this species is increasing in numbers and has come in conflict with local
fisheries, it is important to learn as much as we can about them.
1988 MONTEREY BAY CHAPfER OFFICERS ELECfED
We are pleased to announce the new officers of the Monterey Bay Chapter of ACS as
follows:
jerry Loomis - President
jim Willoughby - Vice-President
Cindy Hazard - Secretary
Bob Hueumann - Treasurer
Marion LaRosa - Membership Chairperson
Debra Shearwater - Editor
••••••••••••••••••••••••
WHALEFEST AT THE MONTEREY BAY AQUARIUM
. . . ,
Don't miss the Whalefest starting january 31 at the Monterey Bay Aquarium, 886 Cannery
Row, Monterey 93940; (40S}"649-6466. Hours: 10 to 6 dally. Admission: $7, $5 ages 13
through 17, $3 ages 3 to 12. Permanent whale exhibits will b~ supplemented this year by
Whalefest, a 13-week program of exhibits and events' through April 30 (call for events
schedule)." Five, new temporary exhibits throughout the aquarium will include a
dramatic introduction to whales, tapes of whale "songs," and a migration game.
Po
: Recent Marine Maimnal ObservatioDS' for' November/Deceuiber 1987.
Compiled by Alan Baldridge
. ' . ( .
Introduction:" The'Gtay Whale,migrat~on; rapidly btiilding tb it's earlY' January, peak~, is
thought to be a little late this winter. Infonnation from Alaska indicates that the Gray's
W~re.a.bleto Gontlnue In ice~freeareas late!p than is,,,usual, .l~adingto" a sUg~hly.,:.later,
departure~ Common'and Bottlenose Dolphins, the latter rare in our area, have' appeared
close enough to shore. to create exCitement for shoreline observers ihPaclfic Grove and
Carmel.' . " . ' .
Blue Whale~ On Oct. 27, a single whale, was 'seen 16 miles from Point Pinos, Pacific Grove
(B.W.l On Nov. 14, and again on the 16th, two were very close to Cannery Row, Monterey
, (R.T., ~.N.) " ,,< :; :;. . '.1 • '"
" '
.
Minke Whale- One was'seen 1-5 miles north· of Pt. Pinos on Nov. 11 (R.T.) and 2 were 2.5
'miles'nor'th'of the same' point on,Nov~ 14: (N.L.)·: "', ,.....; " , .
.. .. ' .... : ·'l" - . ~ .
• --':1",\' •• r.' .," '.; -.
Humpback Whale-,' Qn Nov 7 two were one mile southwe~t of Polht Pinos (R.T.) . The l~st
,southbound migrants. '
. ~ . • t·
Beaked Whale- 6 unidentified beaked Whales were viell seen~5'mi1es west of Pt. Pines on
Nov. 6 (R.T.)' .~. ' ,'.' ,:'.::,"
'Or~- On Nov~ 7 one 'or more'was seEm5.5mil~s west~pfthe 'Little Sti't:R.iver (R~Ti)~"""'fhe
ne~t day, on Nov. '~'a tight· pod of 8 plu$' a. s~bgroup of'"2 'Yes' observecf'southbound from Pt.
Lobos (A.B.), haVing first been reported-by golfers..at Cypress Pr; Club, Pebble Beach, and
: pribr'to that· by the."Point Sur Clipper" offP~',p.inos(R.T~). 'q On Nov.J5 two large males
)V.ere ol?served headin'g, WNW out of ~nnel Bs>fpassing Cypress Pt~ buoy. (D.c.,R.BiiSh~J.)'
, " ,,' .. -': ' ' '-" - '," ",' .- , -"",
Pacific White-Sidect'Oolphin-On Nov. 4, 10() pJus wer~ ,~.W!. from Pt~ ~irios (R~T.) and on ,
Nov. 15, 40 were with 200 Right. Whale Dolphins two Dliles west' of. Cypress Pol~·t.' ,This
sc~ool included an albino. It was photographeq '~nd wil~ becompare~hvith photograpl1sof
~~:[e~~f:hirn~i~~ti~I"<Ji:hh\j:~~~~~~~~J~~t;~6·;:i?~§·J.J~e~, ~r;~lfy 7:nO'g:tt~~lb~g3~t~~~:~~
with, Risso's and Right Whale Dolphins 15 miles WSW of Moss Landing (A.B.,Sh.J.)'
Common Dolphin- A strong shOWing of this species coincided with the onset of the
Davidson Current. On Nov. 28,40 'were west of the Moss Landing (Sh.J.) On Dec. 21,
150 milled and fed off Oiter Point~ PacUi'c Grove (B~H.,A~B.)'and again there on Dec. 27.
On Dec. 25 at Pt. Lobos a large school of 130 came out of Carmel Bay, passing Allen
Cyp'ress Grove (A.8.,S.B.,E.L.A.).: They had been visible earlier from Cannel Point (j.s.).
These large schools included many small calves. ':, .
'. • •••• fI' • ' • " •
.
Bottlenose Dolphin- A pod of 12 arrived off Cannel' River Beach on' 29· Dec.
',' (J.S;ltre!~ippearirig'ai;:'Carmef B~achort Jari;J'wfiere'theY'wereseen oymany jilst beyond the
breakers~' - They-. hiclilded"3' .cow:calf;, pairs} .-Their,:·' appearance lwas~' preceded' by
observations outside of our area to the south 'at Pt. Piedras Blancas Lighthotiseon Nov. 8
(10 animals) and groups of 8 and 7 Just west of Cayncos, San'Luis Obispo CO. on No'v. 17
',., .
," ..
, ,
.. ,
"",t1
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(R.I.) These could be the individuals reaching Carmel.,
RIsso's Dolpblns- On Nov. 28; 250-300 were west of Moss Landing (Sh.l.) wIth a, few
-White-Sided Dolphins and Right' Whale' D()lphins. On Dec. 20, 200'-300 were observe,d:,ls
:IIllles WSW: of Moss ,LandIng, also accompanIed by, the two other. species (Sh.l.k Mlilny
,female/calf paIrs 'were's~en~;::)_;.;:;,':,!, " '. ',;,:;" ",;:; ,:: ' ,',,;::,'1 ,;:-; ,<:,,-,::::~)' ,
. .', ~ ,\' . . .. ~.
!': N~rthern RIght" Wbaie DolphiJis-: On Nov~ j 5, 200 :were, 2, miles w'est,of Cypress: Pt.
(A.B.,Sh.J.)' and on Dec. 20, 200 were, 15 miles WSW of Moss LandIng (A.B.,S~.J.L
"Dall's, PorpOlse-: Observed In: it's usual, locations, Ill, the, area durIng thIs perlqdi,'" ,"
. ",.. .- ,
,'.: .. " - :" .' . i " •• : ; , ":0 ':- ". ~ -. • • -' i' ., .
H~bOr Po~Ise- Ob~erved near Moss Landing as follows: 3 (Inciudlng a calf) on ,Nov~ 5
(D.S., N.B.); 4 groups totalllng 9 em Nov. 12 (D.S., N.B.) and ;3 there on Nov.23 (N.B.)
;,' '>-:~', ,_c:~::>~l " ' "~ ",'.' ~'" " t. "~_ .:'- __~.,<::,:';" " ~~: r:~·· ;'.-,-: , ~ 1. ·;·,-4~·~·,. " .,!;" '~'_4;"._:, - ,.' '-:"'4
NortbemElephant seal::' 10 ashqr.~,,',a~ GrImes Pt. Beach, Big S'uron Nov.-l0 (J. Vi) -aIld8
there on Nov. 25 (IncludIng a 4 year-old male) (A.B.) A subadult-male ashore Cypress Pt.
'onNov~ '.19 (8 and'J.H~l' " __
" ; I ,'" ", I. " ~. ,. :
_, Har~r SeaI~ 181 a~hore at HopkIns Marine Station 011 Dec. 31 was ex'cepttonal:'(.(S.), 1
"ailiforntit,:'~~ L~o~-;'-;oo were" ashore' a&Pt~, iob~~,:Re~e~v~ o~: Dec., 25)A.B~) ':', :,1
/N~rthe~';'t~ Seai~, i-~·sf~glesjOffS~or~:'~~:~.'~ 29,:".(S~:j.·)~: _L'::,!,~' ,"C':' .': ;', ':,:":,~:>~.",,:<:~:~";~,";,' I
.~ . ~ "':. ':-->-~.'"_ ·~.!.::>:·~·.d;.jl;-/·-···'·-;'_···-·:~:l~~·;··:'.':.,"'~;;.'~ ;J~·""'J.··.. :·f../)j~f~~' ::~I':·:;;":i.).: /;~:..(\{ ;·· .. ~,i\,i·\i '<~~.- ;.).·,:;·~·l"'~';·i: , .J-, •
BOD'iIS Specles: ' " . ..... . .' .' . '. . .. 'I
:~Wh1te Sha.rk-:- on Nov.- 27 a' 7 foot IndIvIdual tQok rilaekerel- bait from,the "Point;SQr CUpper" j
3.5' m~le~,':,~NW of Pt~. ~lrtos JR.T.) ~~,' . I ,:<{:' ,,- .. ' .'. ,J :~J,f) '. I.'" 'il:: ,',cJ
-&Dtribal~ers~:, ,: E~1:;.A •.~;:E~L.:: 'Albrlght;"j~A.:,~~: j~:;.;4!hesr' A~B~~ :,A.~alcfrldge;~, s.a.:~: S~' '
, Baldridge; N.B~,. N~ Blackr D.c.~ D~ Campos,Skipper;:S.~ndJ.H.~S. and 1. HarrIson; B.li.-
;. B. Head; R~J'.~ R. jameson; N.L~:"·N. l-.emon,"New: HolIday";, Rt Neece,,".Tor9nadq"~SIi.1'.­
'" ,j Sheaqvater Journeys;: p.S. -, D~ Shearwater;: J.S~;l; -].': Snow;: R.T.~:R., Ter~uno.;"P'oIT1t;Spr'
, 1<;:Upper";'" J.V; ~ 1. VaI1devete;: B.Wt.;.,~ B Wlllhiilison,,~captainIRaridy.:'r,,'; :.:<. ,. 'I::'::{~:;~, '
."" , ,", '.' :, ..: '."." - '. ." .
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GRAY WHALE CENSUS UNDERWAY:
.. ~ ~ .~ .
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,'BIologists 'Crom the 'NationaL Marine Mam'mai Laboratory, of National Mar'ine Fis~e,ries
..~:::~,~:i.it~~;~~jl ~!~i~~:~~~~:~n.~~.ft~~Sh~~~h~:e;.I~:~=d n~~:~~~k:'~~\~~ "',~~, ::"',,.,:,,_<~'~.)
:;:! '".1):" c:oui1~: aU, whales, passing; south between, approx~IIl,a,tely,pegerr-ber 10 and Febllrary . i
" 10., , Atth,~ saine time, utilizing two teams 0'£ counters simultan~6usly, they will compare .
differences. in results. " .' j
2) Aerlaf surveys offshore will attempt to discover what percentage, If any, pass
beyond the range of the shore counters.
The group Is headed by Marilyn Dalhelm, David Rugh and Allan Wolman.
-FROM THE EDITOR-
The annual Gray Whale migration will be in full swing by the time you receive this
newsletter. This is one of the longest animal migrations known. Having been raised on
the East coast, it is a spectacle that never ceases toamaze me! Take time from your busy
schedule to go to Pt. Pinos or Pt. Lobos and enjoy the Grays. Or better yet, board one of
the many whalewatching trips that depart from Monterey. Whalewatching couldn't be any
easier than at this time of year, and who knows, perhaps you'll get lucky and have Dall's
porpoise cavorting on the bow of your boat, or maybe even an Orca sighting! for a fine
article on West coast whalewatching, be sure to pick up the January issue of "Sunset"
magazine. As your newsletter editor, I would llke to have some input from you, the
members as to what you would like to learn about, read about, or perhaps someone would
like to write a column! Please drop me a note or give me a call at (408) 688-1990. I
would appreciate your input. -Debra Shearwater
,
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rnEDlTS
"Male California sea lion with females" by Tony Angell from the book, "Marine Mammals
and Birds of Puget Sound, It a W.ashington Sea Grant Publication.
All other drawings by Craig Hansen, ©Shearwater Journeys.
This newsletter was typed in part by Scott MHllchap. Thanks, Scott.
Thanks to Marion LaRosa for mailing the newsletter.
All mistakes and typos, courtesy of Debra Shearwater.
THE AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY, a non-profit organization, has a threefold aim:
Conservation, Education and Involvement with matters aquatic. While concerning
ourselves primarily with marine mammals, especially whales, dolphins and porpoises, we
recognize the interdependence of all marine life...and take concerted action to protect it.
Annual membership is $25. Your membership fee includes monthly illustrated lectures on
the marine environment, monthly local chapter newsletter, subcription to "The
Whalewatcher." Please send your check to American Cetacean Society, P.O. Box 2639,
San Pedro, CA 90731.
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Soundings
SJECIAL NarICE: THERE WILL BE NO FEBRUARY MEETING!! WE WILL RETURN
AGAIN TO OUR REGULAR MEETING ON THURSDAY, MARCH 31 AT HOPKINS
MARINE STATION IN PACIFIC GROVE. WE HOPE THAT YOU ARE ALL ENJOYING
THE nWHALEFEST" THURSDAY NIGHT LECTURES AT THE MONTEREY BAY
AQUARIUM!
tdAR'NE STATION LIBRARYHOPK1NS M
FEB 19 1988
Research Grants - 1988
At the January meeting the Board accepted the recommendations of the Research
Committee and voted to fund the following research proposals:-
1. Nancy Black, Moss Landing Marine Laboratories "Distribution, abundance and
behavioral ecology of the Pacific White-sided Dolphin, Lagenorhynchus obliguidens, in
Monterey Bay. $500
2. Mari Smultea, Moss Landing Marine Laboratories "The distribution and movement of
Humpback whale, Mega1tera novaeangliae cowlcalf pods in Maalaea Bay, Maui, Hawaii,
during winter 1988. 500
3. James L. Sumich and William C. Graham, Southern California Area Migration Project.
"A survey of the Gray Whale migration in the Southern California Bight - 1988 research
season" $400
We wish these researchers much success with their projects and look forward to a
presentation from each at a future monthly meeting. We also recognize with gratitude
the contributions by Gary Koeppel, Coast Gallery and Benji Shake, Monterey Sport Fishing
which made these grants possible.
Research Grants Committee: Alan Baldridge, Chairman, Esta Lee Albright, Jerry Loomis,
Steve Webster, Tom Williams, Jim Willoughby.
Pacific WhlC8-Gidlld DOlphin
Gr8vWh81e
Jan. 9 314
*jan. 12 375 - the highest amount
Jan. 13 350
Recent Marine Marmnal Observations - January 1988
compiled by Alan Baldridge
Blue Whale - On Nov. 14 a large individual was observed lunge feeding .5 miles off
Asilomar, Pacific Grove (A.B.). In early january a single large unidentified baleen whale,
either Blue or Fin, was observed from Granite Canyon, Rocky Pt., Big Sur. This was the
only large non-Gray whale sighted there In the course of continuous observatins between
Dec. 10 and jan 31. (M.D.).
Gray Whale - The Federal whale observers at Granite Canyon reported few whales until
Dec. 28. The migration became very congested and remained so for 10 days; with the
following counts:
jan. 5 200+
jan. 6 232
jan. 7 348
jan. 8 275
*note that no previous count here has ever reached 300
A rapid decline was apparent from jan. 27-31 when counts dropped from 96 to 45 whales.
A total of close to 5900 whales was counted between Dec. 10 and jan. 31 (A.W.). No
nspy-hopping" was observed, confirming that this Is a rare activity In our area. The first
courting trios were seen Jan. 13. During aerial searches a total of 450 whales In 230 pods
were observed. Only a single animal was beyond 3 mUes, (the approx. limit for ground
observers at the Granite Canyon site), thus confirming the absence of uncounted whales
offshore, beyond the range of shore - ground observers. Cow-calf pairs, only observed in
our area during the last decade, were seen as follows: At Granite Canyon 3 or 4 were
observed prior to jan. 13 (M.D.) and only one following Jan. 14 (A.W.). In addition a pair
was 1 mile NE of Pt. Pinos, Pacific Grove on jan. 10 (J.L.) and another near Pt. Pinos on
Jan 24 (T.S.). (Our thanks to Dr. MarHyn Dahlh~!m and AHan Wclnum d :he National
Marine Mammal Lab, Seattle, for sharing their preliminary count with us)
Orca - On jan. 14 a pod of 7 was followed from. 75 mile NNW of Pt. Pinos buoy, Pacific
Grove, to 1.5 miles off Asllomar to the south. This pod which Included 2 bulls, 3 female
types and 2 very small calves, went through a complete Orca behavioral repertoire, as they
played close around and under the whale watching boat (B.W.). On jan. 12, George
Engelman, a pilot, reported seeing from the air, 6 Orcas attacking a large Gray whale 6
mUes from Santa Cruz. Unfortunately this report could not be verified (L.L., A.B.). A
single bull was down Canyon off Moss Landing on jan. 13 (T.T.).
Pacific white-sided dolphin - 100+ were off Cypress Pt., Pebble Beach on Jan. 22 (C.O.) and
100 south of Cypress Pt. on Jan. 31 (J.V.).
CommOD and Bottleuose dolphins - see separate account.
Northern right whale dolphin - 6 south of Cypress Pt. on Jan. 31 (j.V.).
Dall's porpoise - Observed in its normal locations within the area during the period.
Harbor seal - On Jan. 14, a dead premature pup was found at Hopkins Marine Station,
Pacific Grove, wearing the white lanugo coat normally shed in utero prior to birth (A.B.).
CaUfomJa sea 1I0D - On Jan. 31, 3 red flipper tagged individuals from San Nicholas Island
rookeries were located on Monterey breakwater and fisherman's wharf (j. V.).
Northern elephant seal - A pup was picked up at Pacific Valley, southern Big Sur In mld-
jan. and taken to a rehabllftatlon facility (per j.V.).
Observers: A.B. - A. Baldridge; M.D. - M. Dahlheim; C.D. - C. Dennie, Miss Monterey; J.L.
- j. Loomis; ShJ - Shearwater Journeys; T.S. - T. Sullivan, Monterey Sport Fishing; T.T. - T.
Thomas, R/V Ricketts; j.V. - j. Vandevere; B.W. - B. Williamson, Sur Randy; A.W. - A.
Wolman.
Bottlenose Dolphins, Tursiops truncatus, and Common Dolphins, Delphinus delphls,
reappear in the Monterey area.
Bottlenose dolphins finally reached our area In iate December following several November
sightings from San Luis Obispo County. The first pod was 12 animals at Carmel Beach
(Including 3 cow/calf pairs) on january 2. jean Snow had observed, but not "identified them,
at Carmel River State Beach .25 miles south of the area on December 29. . On january 29 a
similar sized, but probably different group, was found In Whaler's Cove at Pt. Lobos whence
it remained from 10 13.m. to 2:30 p.m. 0. Loomis, et al). On that same day, another pod of
about 8 (Incl. a calf) travelled slowly south just beyond the breakers at Moss Landing
Marine Labs (S. Baldridge). These individuals may turn out to be some of the same animals
which appeared here In Oct.-jan. 1983-84 and which were photo-identified and later
resighted in their La jolla home range. They perhaps rode the inshore Davidson Current
northward, aided by a mild EI Nino condition (editorial speculation). Additional sightings
as this is written on February 3 will be reported next month.
Common dolphins have been extremely abundant. They have visited our area In large
numbers each fall and winter since the major EI Nino. In early january the Gray Whale
counters saw schools off Granite Canyon, near Rocky Pt., Big Sur, including one of 1000
animals (Me Dalheim). On january 31, jud Vandevere saw 400 4 miles west of Yankee Pt.,
Carmel Highlands. Alan Wolman saw 1500 in one huge school travelling north 2.5 miles off
Granite Canyon on Feb. 2. They have frequently been seen during january from short
Gray Whale cruises near Pt. Pinos, Pacific Grove. On jan. 15 1000 entered south Monterey
Bay near "A" Buoy off Fort Ord (Shearwater journeys) and moved close to Hopkins Marine
Station. This maneuver was repeated on 24 and 25 january (A. Baldridge, B~ Head).
These big schools contained many calves and often appeared to herd fish in such a way that
seabirds benefitted, In some cases pelicans. So far no strandings have been reported from
these massive schools.
-Alan Baldridge
Fund RaIser
Whales to the north, whales to the south, there were whales everywhere (70 - 80 in all) as
Leon Oliver, skipper of Monterey Sport Fishing's "Top Gun" let the boat slowly idle along
just off Pt. Pinos. In fact there was one whale each for the nearly 70 people who went
along on our fund raiser on january 10th. This was only two days before the peak count of
375 in one day off Granite Canyon made by National Marine Fisheries Service biologists.
Oohs, aahs and sIghs of satisfaction joined the exhalations of the migrating grays, the sun
shone, the Bay was calm and thanks to generosity of Benji Shake who donated boat, crew
and fuel our Chapter made $1000 which helped to fund two student grant proposals. My
thanks also to the naturalists who went along - Esta Lee Albright, Alan Baldridge, jerry
Loomis, jud Vandevere and to Alan for giving the talk the previous evening on "Marine
Mammals of Monterey Bay". Merilyn Georgevich helped with all the arrangements which
took many hours. It was a happy and most rewarding event - if you missed it, sign up early
next time.
-Sheila Baldridge
NSl"'whal
Killel'" Whale
CREDITS
Thanks to Nancy Black for word-processing, Frank and Marion LaRosa for mailing the
newsletter, and to john Schoenherr for line draWings from Faith McNulty's book, "Whales:
Their Life in the Sea," 1975, Harper & Row, publishers.
Common Dolphin
THE AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY, a non-profit organization, has a threefold aim:
Conservation, Education and Involvement with matters aquatic. While concerning
ourselves primarily with marine mammals, especially whales, dolphins and porpoises, we
recognize the interdependence of all marine life...and take concerted action to protect it.
Annual membership is $25. Your membership fee includes monthly illustrated lectures on
the marine environment, monthly local chapter newsletter, subcription to "The
Whalewatcher." Please send your check to American Cetacean Society, P.O. Box 2639,
San Pedro, CA 90731.
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DATE: TIiURSDAY, MARCH 31, 1988
TIME: 7:30 P.M.
PLACE: FISHER LECTURE HALL, HOPKINS MARINE SfATION, PACIFIC GROVE
SPEAKER: LT. COMMANDER OIRIS HARPER, NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
TOPIC: WEATHER OF MONTEREY BAY & SURROUNDING AREAS
Lt. Com. Chris Harper is a meteorologist at the Naval Postgraduate School on the Monterey
peninsula. She has worked aboard ships and in various countries forecasting weather.
Chris also has a background in oceanography and will speak about swell, wind, fog and rain.
Liberty: A Gill Net Stranding
Liberty is a juvenile California sea lion that was brought to the California Marine
Mammal Center (Q\1MC) in August 1987. He was captured on a jetty in Monterey harbor by
the Monterey SPCA. They removed part of a monofilament gill net from around his head and
neck that had embedded 1/2" into his neck, exposing his trachea. The 8" mesh gill net was
just big enough for the small sea lion's head to fit through, but not large enough for him to
break completely free, despite extensive struggling. As the small sea lion grew, the net did
not accomodate his growth and after two months it began to slowly strangle the animal,
cutting off circulation to his eyes, and causing permanent blindness.
The California Marine Mammal Center recovers live, stranded animals from California's
central and northern beaches.~ does not pick-up dead animals, thus we have a limited
view of fishery interaction problems ego animals that have been injured or killed due to fish
hooks, fishing line, nets, propellers, or gunshot. For the last four years only four to five
percent of the animals admitted to Ov1MC were injured due to fishery interaction. There
are "hotspots" just off the coast of California where sea lions haul-out that have been
injured by a fishery interaction. These are typically in areas that have little or no access to
them, except by boat. These "hotspots" are buoys, boat docks, off-shore rocks, and jettys.
Pinnipeds that are injured through a fishery interaction are typically healthly at the on-set
of the problem, but their health deteriorates slowly, with time. For example, buckshot in
the face or a piece of net wrapped around an animal's neck will not always immediately kill
or severely debilitate an animal. It may be weeks or even months before an animal
entangled in a gill net feels the affects of its handicap and separates itself from it's
healthy and competitive associates. The initial good health and slow deterioration of an
entangled animal's health makes capture possible only when the animal has succombed to
its injury. Compounding the problem of capture, is the animal's size. Adult sea lions are
nearly impossible to capture when they are still in a healthy condition. If we were to use
tranquilizers to immobilize a large sea lion, it is probable that the animal would return to
the water before feeling the sedatives effect thus jepordizing the animal's life.
Currently CMMC is creating a new capture net, researching possible quick acting
tranquilizers, and practicing the different techniques for capturing large sea lions from
presently inaccessible areas. At present we are only able to safely capture pinnipeds that
are 150 pounds or lighter, from jettys and buoys.
Liberty is one of the fortunate sea lions. His neck wounds have healed, though there is a
permanent scar and he is blind. He has been released with a sighted companion, at Seal
Rocks near San Francisco. Several months after his release, Liberty was sighted at the
Moss Landing Bouy and he was sighted again, one month after the initial sighting, at the
Monterey harbor jetty. This is the same location he originally was captured from back in
August. Liberty has one red streamer on his head and an orange tag on each front flipper.
Jan Roletto, Curator
California Marine Mammal Center
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Recent Marine Mammal ObsenadoDS - February
ComplIed by Alan Baldridge
Introduction - The most notlcable feature of this wlnterperiod Is the continued presence
of very large l'!umbers of the common dolphin. This species Is normally abundant south of
Pt. Conception. Coincidentally, Pacific white-sided dolphins, Risso's dolphins and
Northern right whale dolphins, usually observed In moderate to large numbers In january -
February, have been scarce In the case of the first two species and apparently absent In
the last. It may be due to the mUd "El Nino" condition prevalent during the late fall -
winter period. These same conditions produced no less than seven slghtings of Bottlenose
dolphins close to the breakers in Monterey Bay during the month.
Northern right whale - Outside of our area to the south one was observed from shore for 3
hours between La jolla cove and Scripps Pier on Feb 6. Only a handful of Individuals of this
very rare species are thought to survive In .the Northeast Pacific (ACS/SD Newsletter).
Gray whale - The first northbound animals in our area were singles at Granite Canyon,
Rocky Pt., Big Sur on Feb 1 and 3 (MH). The National Marine Fisheries Service whale
census produced a flnal count of 6,095 Grays southbound at Granite Canyon between Dec
10 and Feb 7, when the study was terminated. From this daytime figure a population
estimate will be calculated (AW). An unusually early cow/calf pair was seen from the air,
northbound 3 miles N. of Pt. Piedras Blancas, San Luis Obispo Co. on Feb 10 (TO). A late
subadult was southbound In the breakers at Marina State Beach on Feb 11 (MR). This must
have been among the last to go south. The northbound migration wlll peak In our area from
approximately March 5-15.
BaIrd's beaked whale - "lots" were observ~d during offshore aerial surveys during Oct-Nov
from Santa Cruz north to Pillar Pt., San Mateo Ol. The several pods noted were offshore
along deep escarpments (TO).
Orca - A pod of 5-6 animals which Included 2 bulls was headed NNE, 2.5 miles off Lobos
Rocks, Soberanes Pt., Big Sur on Feb 20. They were later reported over the radio offshore
from Pt. Joe, Pebble Beach (RT). This may be the same pod reported here on Jan 14. The
Granite Canyon gray whale biologists did not report this species between Dec 10 - Feb 7.
Pacific white-sided dolpbln - Fewer reported this winter than usual (TO, AB et aO. The
only report received was of animals (no estimate given) 2.5 miles west of Soberanes Pt. on
Feb 26 (BW). This species would appear to have been temporarily displaced by the more
southerly common dolphins.
Common dolpbln - Numerous observations of very large schools. A single school estimated
at 1,500 animals was northbound off Granite Canyon on Feb 2, 2.5 miles offshore (AW). 10
were 4 mUes SSW from Pt. Sur on Feb 20 (RT). On Feb 21, schools of 250, 100, 200, 300
(850 total) were observed from 1 mUe N. of Hopkins Marine Station, Pacific Grove out to 3
miles west of Pt. Pinos (AB, Shj). On Feb 24, 100 were inside Carmel Bay and observed from
San jose Creek Beach (jL); 500 were off Pfeiffer Pt., Big Sur the same day (TT). 300+ were
seen on Feb 25 (RT), 100+ on Feb 26, 4 miles west of Pt. Sur (BW),and 60 animals were 3
miles off Pt. Pinos on Feb 26 (NB). 100+ were 2.5 miles north of Hopkins Marine Station on
Feb 27 (RT). Should these large numbers remain as water temperatures decline in March-
April, strandlngs may occur.
Bottlenose dolpbln - Extraordinary slghtings of this southern species. On Feb 3, a small
group moved south off Moss Landing Marine Labs (MLML) in the breakers, photographed
(ESB, BW). On the same day a different group of 8 was at Del Monte Beach, Monterey
(ECH). 5 travelled south body surfing and porpolslng at Marina State Beach on Feb 11
(MR). On Feb 17, 4 moved north alongshore at MLML, accompanied by 30 porpolsing
California sea lions (ESB, BW), photographed (BW). On Feb 20, 9 animals (no calves) were
seen from the air, .25 miles north of the Pajaro River mouth, Santa Cruz Co. (TO). A large
group of 12-14 animals (including 3-4 cow/calf pairs) was reported at Del Monte Beach,
Monterey on Feb 24 by Steve SChwartz, confirmed and photographed (AB, Tj). Perhaps this
was the same school seen on jan 2 at Carmel Beach. T. Dohlsearched by plane the same day
and did not find this group, Instead locating a second pod (8 animals, no calves), 5 miles
north of the Soldiers Club, Ft. Ord.
Risso'a dolpbln - Only two reports; 5-10 animals, 1 mile west of Pt. Pinos, followed south to
3 miles west of Cypress Pt., Pebble Beach (RT) and 100+ were 3.5 miles west of Bixby
Creek, Big Sur on Feb 20 (RT).
Harbor porpoise - None seen during alongshore aerial searches for Bottlenose dolphins In
our area (TO).
DalI'a porpoise - On Feb 20, 3-4 were 2.5 miles west of Yankee Pt., Carmel Highlands (RT).
5 animals were 16 miles WNW of Pt. Pinos on Feb 21 (AB, ShJ). On Feb 26, pods of 10, 7, 6,
4 were along the Canyon edges off Moss Landing (NB).
Harbor seal - On Feb 29, a yearing at Hopkins Marine Station with gUl net around its neck,
SPCA was unable to capture (jA, AB).
Northern elephant seal - A large adult male ashore Hopkins Marine Station jan 16 (AB). 13
-14 pups were counted on a remote southern Monterey Co. beach in early Feb (Rj). The
USFWS has been monitoring this mainland site.
Southern sea otter - One ashore at Hopkins Marine Station on Feb 23 (AB).
Contributors - jA-j. Ames (DF<i); AB-A. Baldridge; ESB-E.S. Baldridge; NB-N. Black;
TD-T. Dohl; ECH-E. Haderlie; MH-M. Harris; Rj-R. jameson(USFWS); Tj-T. jefferson;
jL-j. Loomis; MR-M. Radakovich; Shj-Shearwater Journeys; TT-T. Thomas, skipper R/V
Ed Ricketts; RT-R. Ternullo, skipper Pt. Sur Clipper; BW-B. Willlamson, skipper Sur
Randy; AW-A. Wolman; BW-B. Wursig.
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Remarkable Fossil Whale Discovery at Ano Nuevo Polot
A virtually complete skeleton of an adult 15' baleen whale was discovered in 12-14
million year old rocks at Ano Nuevo, San Mateo Co. in May 1987. The newly prepared
skeleton was displayed recently at the University of California at Santa Cruz, where
Professor Ken Norris speculated that it belonged to the Cetothere group of early whales,
thought by some to represent the ancestors of gray whales. This tiny whale is among the
smallest baleen whale ever examined and smaller than the modern pygmy right whale which
presently lives in the Southern Hemisphere (adapted from San Jose Mercury News 24 Feb.
1988).
-Alan Baldridge
Sea Otter Pup Adopted
Dr. Mariane Reidman of the Monterey Bay Aquarium reported on the apparent adoption,
ultimately unsuccessful, of a 3.5-4 month old pup, presumably abandoned by its own
mother. The adopting female had herself lost a pup. An almost unbelievable coincidence
brought the two together. They were seen together for 3 weeks but the pup then died,
presumably abandoned. This is thought to be the first observed incidence of adoption in the
wild.
-Alan Baldridge
~
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Conservation News
Up to 150 Orcas use the Robson Bight, on the northeast coast of Vancouver Island,
British Columbia, frequently for the rubbing rocks that are present there. This is a very
unique area and of great importance for the whales. There are current plans underway to
clear-cut the old growth forests near the lower Tsitika watershed, upstream from Robson
Bight. The effects of logging could seriously threaten the Orcas; a logging road has been
recently cut into the watershed of 8,000 acres. The Sierra Club of Western Canada urges
people to write to Premier Bill Vander Zalm, Parliament Building, Victoria, British
Columbia, V8V lX4, Canada. Ask that the Tsitika-Robson Bight be preserved as a park or
wilderness area to protect all the wildlife that use this area.
The marine mammal protection act will come up this spring for reauthorization. The
tuna/dolphin issue will be an important topic for Congress. Just in 1986 alone, 125,000
dolphins in the eastern tropicai Pacific were killed. Yellowfln tuna (white chunk)
comprises 9()O,b of the total tuna caught in the ETP, and over half of the yellowfin is taken
by setting on dolphins. [n 1979, three populations of dolphins (spotted, spinner and coastal)
were considered by N~1FS to be at less than one half of their original population. New
solutions are needed to address this problem, especially dealing with the foreign fleet for
which the number of dolphins killed has greatly Increased. You can write your congressman
before the MMPA reauthorization meeting and if you eat only albacore-white tuna (no
dolphins are killed for this tuna) you will not be supporting the killing of dolphins.
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Abnormal weather conditions during 1982,83. Many unusual weather patterns around the Pacific rim were caused by the shifts of two major cloud
bands, the Intertropical and Southern Pacific Convergence Zones (lTCZ and SPCZ).
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APRIL 1988 MEETING
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DATE: THURSDAY, APRIL 28, 1988 TIME: 7:30 P.M.
PLACE: FISHER LECrURE HALL, HOPKINS MARINE SfATION, PACIFIC GROVE
SPEAKERS: LOVELL and LIBBY LANGSTROTH
TOPIC: "Invertebrate life for cetacean-lovers: a look at some little creatures
of the kelp forest"
Lovell and Libby Langstroth began studying marine biology in earnest in 1980, after
retiring from their respective careers in medicine and anthropology and moving from the
San Francisco Bay Area to Carmel, California. They currently maintain a laboratory at
Stanford University's Hopkins Marine Station. Their writing and photography on marine
topics have appeared in "Natural History" magazine, and their color photographs, which
they enlarge and print themselves, have been exhibited at the California Academy of
Sciences, the Lawrence Hall of Science, the Coyote Point Museum, and incorporated into
the graphics of the Monterey Bay Aquarium. The January-March Issue of "Pacific
Discovery" features an article, "At Home in the Forest," by Libby and Lovell. Please join
us for an exciting evening!
APR 18 1988
THE HUMAN RACE
How about a walk along the Pacific Grove
recreation trail to raise money for ACS? The
Human Race. a 10 K walk to raise money for
local non-profits. is Saturday. May 7. We get
75% of what we raise. and the Volunteers in
Action receive 25% for organizing the event.
It's a lot of fun - T shirts, balloons. music.
sunshine (?). We need walkers and especially
sponsors. You can sponsor a walker for as
little as $1! And let them do the work while
our chapter benefits! For more information
or to sign up. please call Cindy Hazard at
649-6396.
Wanted: Beached Harbor Porpoises
Researchers at the Moss Landing Marine
Laboratories are working in conjunction
with the National Marine Fisheries Service
in order to study aspects of the ecology of
these elusive creatures. We are analysing
stomach contents. parasites. growth
patterns. and reasons for mortality. If you
find a harbor porpoise. please notify us
immediately. as it is important to have the
animals in as fresh a condition as possible.
" \
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MOSS LANDING MARINE LABS'
OPEN HOUSE 4 APRIL 16 AND 17
iv10ss Landing ivlarine Laboratories will host a
free open house from noon to 5 Saturday. 10
to 5 Sunday. The public is welcome.
Faculty and students will demonstrate the
use of a scanning electron microscope and
other high-tech equipment to adults;
children will literally have their hands full
at a touch tank stocked with tidepool
creatures. Puppet shows with a marine
theme. beach walks. and a fish barbecue are
also planned. Please come!
Included in this month's newsletter are
selected abstracts from the "Seventh
Biennial Conference on the Biology of
Marine Mammals ll from December 1987 in
iViiami. Florida. Susan Kruse's research on
the Risso's Dolphin was supported in part by
a donation of about $2360 worth of boat
trips from Sam's Fishing Shop nnd
Shearwater Journeys.
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Recent Marine Mammal Observations - March
ComplIed by Alan Baldridge
Introduction - The gray whale northward migration peaked in early March. Mother-calf
pairs should be searched for from shore throughout AprlI and early May. They follow the
edge of the kelp closely, the calf almost touching its mother and usually swimming on her
shoreward side. They may stop to nurse and rest or play in sheltered areas such as Carmel
Bay. The superabundant common dolphins provided extraordinary viewing day after day
during March, often close to shore.
Minke whale - The first of the spring were a single on March 12, 4 mlles W.S.W. from Pt. Sur
(RT) and a second passed through Devll's cauldron at the tip of Pt. Lobos on March 19
(jW).
Humpback - North of our area during late March, 2 early returning animals were seen off
Half Moon Bay during whale watching cruises (Whale Center to ShJ). Two were reported
6.5 miles N.W. of Pt. Pinos on March 12 by the U.S. Coast Guard, although not verified
(RT).
Gray whale - Outside of our area on March 6, a flukeless gray was seen.5 mlles from Santa
Barbara harbor, headed north (Karen Bray for Dr. C. Woodhouse, S.B. Mus. Nat. Hist). Such
mutilated individuals (presumed to be victims of ship colUslons) have been occasionally
reported although not annually. On March 5, whale watching school children witnessed a
colllsion between a freighter and a female gray whale accompanied by a calf 4 mlles south
of Port of Los Angeles Breakwater (Herald, March 9 and L.A. Times). Migration peaked in
our area around March 7 when 18 were off Granite Canyon Laboratory, Rocky Pt., Big Sur,
including 2 early cow-calf pairs (MH). On March 8, 8 animals "playing in the surf" at Scott
Creek near Davenport, Santa Cruz Co. Included-2 cow-calf pairs (Long Marine Lab to Moss
Landing Marine Labs). On March 18, a courting trio remained In Sandhlll Cove, Pt. Lobos
for 2 hours (RD).
Orca - 3 animals, Including at least one male, were 3.5 mlles west of Cypress Pt., Pebble
Beach on March 5 (T. Ghio on the frances M). A single male was 2 mlIes south of Cypress
Pt. on March 23 (TN).
Common dolphin - Apparently more abundant than during any other period since recording
began (1966). 1000 animals were 2.5 mlles west of Yankee Pt., Carmel Highlands on March
5 (many observers) 4 albino individuals were reported in this school (DC) but no additional
confirmation was obtained. A dead individual floated at sea off ft. Ord Soldier's Club on
March 6 (RT), although so far not found beached. Schools were reported from shore at
Cypress Pt. on March 10 (S, JH) and "several hundred 1 mile south of there on March 11
(TS). On March 12-13, they were abundant from off Hopkins Marine Station and Otter Pt.,
Paclflc Grove, south to Granite Canyon, Big Sur, where 2000 were estimated on March 13
(SM). 2000 were widespread over 3 sq. miles, 2.5 miles west of Pt. Pinos on March 15 (RT).
100 minimum were 1 mile north of Hopkins Marine Station on March 16 (AB). from March
19-24 large numbers were reported from the Moss Landing area south to Granite Canyon
(MH,SM.TN,RT).
Bottlenose dolphin - One was reported among common dolphins 2.5 miles off Yankee Pt. on
March 5 (CD) but was not confirmed by other observers. Late March, reports of a group of
5-8 at the cement ship, Capitola, Santa Cruz Co. (RW).
Risso's dolpin - 30 animals.5 miles north of Lover's Pt, Pacific Grove on March 12 (BrW). 8
on March 16 (NB) and 16 travelUng in a "chorus llne" on March 17 In the Bay (ShJ).
Harbor porpoise - A male and female were found drowned in an observed legal g1llnet haul
2.5 miles from Santa Cruz on March 3 (JA). 20r 3 were seen in the north Bay on March 22
(ShJ) and on March 25 one was found dead on Zmudowski State Beach, cause undetermined
at this time (jM,MLML).
Dall's porpoise - On March 5, 6 animals were 2.5 miles west of Bixby Creek Bridge, Big Sur.
10 were 3 miles west of Moss Landing on March 25 and there were other reports from the
Canyon edges through March 31 (RT).
Pinnipeds
Harbor seal - A premature pup in poor condition was picked up at Stillwater Cove, Pebble
Beach on March 14, taken to CMMC (SPCA). The yearling with gillnet around its neck was
again at Hopkins Marine Station on March 24 (AB) where an individual with rufous red head
and shoulders was seen that day.
Northern elephant seal - One on the Monterey Harbor inner marina boat launching ramp on
Feb 20 caused much anguish as sport fishermen tried to launch small boats. This animal
with skin Infection was taken to SPCA and 0v1MC. Another was removed from Carmel Beach
by the same route on feb 21. On March 1, one was ashore at Monterey Plaza Hotel, Cannery
Row, Monterey. On March 4 a pup was picked up at Pt. Lobos (SPCA) and another was taken
from Yankee Pt. beach on March 10 (all reported by M. Williams, Mont. SPCA). 5 ashore
Grimes Pt. beach, Big Sur March 23 (AB).
California sea lion - 400 on Monterey Coast Guard pier on March 17 (Shj), 300 on Grimes
Pt. beach, Big Sur on March 23 and 350 on seal rock, Carmel Bay on March 29 (NB).
Southern sea otter - A single animal ashore at Hopkins Marine Station on March 8 and 21
(AB).
Contributors - jA-J. Ames(DFG); AB-A. Baldridge; NB-N. Black; CMMC-Ca. MarIne
Mammal Center; DC-D. Campos:skipper; CD-Co Dennie, skipper Miss Monterey; RD-R.
Donlon; MH-M. Harris (DFG); S, JH-S. and j. Harrison; SM-S. McBride(DFG); JM-J.
MackenzIe; TN-T. Neece:skipper Tornado; RT-R. Ternullo skipper:Pt. Sur Clipper; Shj-
Shearwater journeys; SPCA-Mont. Co. Soc. Prev. Cruelty to Animals; TS-T.
Sull1van:skipper; jW-J.Ware; RW-R. Wells(UCSC); BrW-Br. WIll1amson:skipper Sur Randy.
THE FEEDING ECOLOGY OF BLUE WHALES IN MONTEREY
BAY. CALIFORNIA DURING FALL 1986.
Schoenherr, J. n.
Moss Landing MarinI laboratories, Moss landing, CA 95039
An unusually high concentration of blue whales, l3..a.IaaDDotera
musculus. appeared In Monterey Bay. CA during fall 1986. Boat
transects showed that the blue whales were closely associated
wilh the deep scallering layer observed atong the southeast
edge of the Monterey Bay submarine canyon throughout most 01
November 1986. The greatest concentrations of blue whales
were observed In areas ot thick scattering layers and high krill
biomass. Surface swarms of euphausiids were present in areas
ot surface lunging whales on '1 and'2 November. Euphausllds,
primarily Thysanoeua sDinile.r.a. accounted for 31.5% (std.
dev.c'5.3%. n=='OI of the zooplankton biomass of Ihe deep lows
teken Inside whate feeding areas, bul contributed only 3.9% (std.
dev.a4.4%, natO) to the tolal biomass outside the whaleleedlng
areas. Euphauslids accounled for 65.2% (sid. dev.c25.8%. nD7)
ollhe tOlal biomass hom tows taken through Ihe deep ~calterlng
layer. while loWS laken above Ihe layer consisted of only 5.4%
(std. dev.I:3.4%, n..7) euphauslids; thereby confirming the
presence of euphauslids within the layer. Surface tows taken In
whale feeding areas were dominated by 1.lPinl1e.ca which
accounted for 64.4% (std. dev.c 38.9%. n-l0) of the total
biomass while surface tows laken outside whale areas conslsled
of only 0.3% (std. dev...O.30/0. n.. 'O) euphausllds. Euphauslids
are found In large densities within suriace swarms and deep
layers, orders of magnitude larger than densities observed In
8reas outside these patches. Size·frequency dislributions 01 1.
Iplnifera show Ihat surface swarms may be similar 10 Ihe deep
layer In some areas but may contain targer, sellually mature
Individuals In olher areas. Blue whale fecal samples confirmed
that Ihe whales were feeding ellclusively on euphausiids. The
disappearance of the blue whales was accompanied by a
.#decline In krill biomass along the sOlllheast edge of 'he
submarine canyon. This coincided with Ihe cessalion of a
prolonged upwelling period thaI persisted In.Monterey Bay
~hroughoul November.
BEHAVIOR OF RISSO'I DOLPHINS IN "CHTlREY BAY, CALIPDRNI~
Kru•• , Sulln
Inatltut. of Harln. Sclanca.
Unlv.ralty Df California, Santa Cru., CA 85084
An on.oln. atudy ot th. dlatrlbullan, r.aldonc. pattern.,
Ind aoclal cohe'lvena•• of .ra.pu, or RI ••o·a dolphlne (Qrl'DyE
'~I'u,) ,e ~.'n. conduct.d In "ontarey 81Y. CA. Blnce OclD~.r
1985:-1 hlv••p.nl 429 hour' at a.1 and hlv, o~••rv.d 31
Irl.pu' .choala. Photo,rlphlc Idantltlcallon tachnlqu.' ••r.
ulld to docu••nt ,aaoclltlon pltt.rna .nd .ova.ent. at
IndiVidual ,ra.pu.: PII.ont pallern. an .ra.pua· dor.al 'In.
and b.cka .erl r.tllbll Id.ntltYln; f •• tur•• for at I.a.t 10
.onth.. An.ly.e. of photolraph. froe 21 .chaol. have re.ulted
In a c.t.lolue of 221 Identifiable Indlvlduale. T~lrly-teo
dolphlne .ere r"I,htad .Ithln tha .tudy .ra.. 81a ."I.al.
• er••••" thre. t, ••• : four ••re ••an lour tl.... S•• II
• ub.roup. at dolphin••are ••en to••th.r rep•• t.dly over.
thr.e month p.rlod. A .ubsroup of ala .nl•• I••a. r.el,hted In
the e••e area t.n .onth. aft.r th. arl.lnal .I.htln.. Th••e
rlndl~s' .u••••t that sr••pu•••y h.v. a 'alrly cohe'lv. ,oclal
ors.nlz.tlon In .hlch Individual. Itay lo••th.r for .atend.d
parlod. or tl.a.
'Itar te.per.ture, depth, and loc.tlona of .1.htlri.1 .er.
r.cordad end correlallon••ar••ade bet.e.n Ira.pu••"htln••
•nd envlronl.n'al ractarl. There ••• no chan•• In II.htln.
rrequancy ov.r dlfr.rant ••••on. (Kru.kat-Iallie H=3.3I,
p=0.34); School 'Iaaa r.n.ad Iro. thr •• to about 200 anl•• I.
CM=4S,.•~4.,) elth no II,nlflc.nt ••••0n.1 v.rl.tlon
(krulk.I-I.llta H=4.29. p=0.23). Gra.pua Ichoot•••ra ob.arv.d
In eater. ranl'n. rro. 100 to aleS .••t.rl da.p, 11th ••a
'urr.ca t ••poratur•• rani Ins rro. 10 to 18.6 d.,ree. C. All
• Iz. cl.aeel or .r••pu. have been ••an In the ~'Y, .Ith tha
.a.II •• t c.lv•••pp••rln. In Nove.ber. Sixty-tlv, p.rcanl of
'he .r"pul Iishtin••••r. elth oth.r .pacle. 01 ••rlna
a.Il•• la--npacl.lly,I...t.!!!!c!!.lph!J lulro,lu (31.") and
L.senerhvnchy. obllquldan~ Cle.).
BEHAVIORAL DEVELOPHENT AND MOTHER-PUP RELATIONSHIPS IN 'HE
CALIFORNIA SEA OTTER, ENHYDRA LUTRIS.
Faurot, E.R. .
KOSI Landing H.rlne Laboratori•• , Mo•• Landing. CA. 'SOl'
.. Nine ta9ged f __l_ California .ea otten IEnhrdra!!!!.!!)
and their known-age pups In the Monterey Bay and Sin Sl~on
areas vere closely ~onltorad fro~ near the tl~ of the birth
of each pup lmlnl~um observation age equall 4 day.t until
final a,paratlon fro~ thelE .othera Cnear day 17~1. Nlnaty-
alx hours of continuous time-sampling In over .Iaty bthavlorr
categorle. related to pup development and relationship. to tt
~other and other otterw ollera a degree of detail not aaen Ir
eea otter behavioral studiel to dlte.
The .ast Burpriling fand co.plicatlngl e1.-.nt of ••• ott.
pup behavior relates to the _rked individuality of atch pup.
For example, it Ie assumed that the vooly natal pel.,. of th.
pup prevents It from successfully eubmerglng or dlvln9 until
that fur 1. replaced by a .leak adult pelage .t tva to three
months of age, yet one pup was aubjected to repeated, forc.d
submerging8 by the aother, and perhaps a. a direct conaequlne
vas capable of .trong dives and independent foraging aeveral
weeks before Ihedding it. wooly fur. In contrast, a pup of
another pair was never during itl slx-~onth dependency ae.n
to forage on itl own. All of its behaviora related to fe.dln
and .any relatBd to grooming and to r.latlonshlpa with the
mother, similarly Indicated an ani~l at a developmental
dlaadvantage.
The ..~er of each pair responsible for appro.ch'l, proai-
mity and leaves vas extracted from the ontogenetic data.
Records of on-Iurface spatial relationships Inot ralated to
foraging activltyt are augmented and complemented by In an.ly
sis of spatial relationshipa during foraging. Thel. latter,
obaervatlons provide' an Interesting vlndov on aea otur •.
parent-offspring conflict and veanlng b.havior, and eay piove
an uueful index for futurl .ludil••
INDlVIUUAL VARIATiON IN DIET ANI> FORAGING 'STRATBGY IN
TlIB PENALB CALIFORNIA llA OTTBK. BIfIIYDBA JdlIJlJj.
LVOOI, Kalby J., and J.IIIS. A. Bate.
IlIItltul. of Marine Sclenu., and U.S. PI.h and Wlhlltl. S.rvlu,
In.Utuh Dr Merllll 8clellUI, UDlvanll, 01 ClmorDla, IlDta Cru,
CA. 1506.
Barl~.•tdlo••t the popal.Uon Inal of ... DUar rorilla.
d..crlbe aD appo,tunlltlc .en.r.llled predalor, hedln...1.cUveb'
on I ... pr.Cerred ,rey Ih.a In I Dewlr occaplad "ablt.t. Noro
racent Itudl•••u....t ttle pOlllblllt, or cOII.ldersbl. nrlatloa la
prey cbolce a.onl Indlvldu.I.. EJ18l11ln.Uon of lor.rtnr "It.vlor of
10 IndIvidually raco,nluble adult I••al.... atte" la a ••n·
..tabU.h.d popul.Uon In Monterey, CIIlIoMlI•. Yieldod Ua. foUowflit
raylt.: lU VarllUon la diet I. ltl,ltl, .I.ollleint a.on. hllllvfcluel•
'X tut lor cOlltnat of dleler)' co.,o.IlIoli. , <.0011 .d I•
coa.latnt wlthla ladlvldusl. over U... 1·3 pre, t".. typluU,
eo.prl.. 3S·86~ of .n .Dltlvidual'. diet. 12) Pro' chin ad
Iore.las lontln 01 h.ale. nrlu with reproductlva .tatu.
(preteDc. or .bllnCl 01 • pup)••Ithou.h ladlvldual .u.tery ,Ittera.
,erellt. f3) Indlvlduet f.lllele. fo,a•• oUlr tIla lalllO ve. ud Il.".
prahrrod lato.ln, 10ceUou. while lIIalntolnlo. ,lIa\lry ,.tteratl lor
It I...t 2·3 , • .,.. Incllvlduol dietary variation tIIerefore IPP."" to
be iDdep••dent of .petlal aad to.ror.1 verilUon In food r"ourcee.
Th... unlta .upport the 101l0.ln, vl••a: Ut Sa. OUI" .,.
.,oclall.l., nther thin ••urell...: 121 Prey cbolce ID '.etIUD'
felDel...a, be p.rll.lly 1I.lted by tlte IIlvln, cOII.tralnll aD"
'ora,ln••ner.elle. of pup.; (31 P.ulatenee of dletaU'
Ipeclaliutlonl could reduce Intn.p.elrte cOlllpetltlell for food and
IDfluenco Individual reprooueUvo .uces.. .nd aurvlval. A lon,·ter.
ecolo.leat COhuqunc. oC dlelery a,eclallEIUon "ay be that .e•
olten can live and fou,e hi the ...e lrea over I 10D.,.rtod of
tI••.
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Soundings
MONTEREY BAY QlAPfER
AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY
MAY 1988 MEETING
DATE: THURSDAY, MAY 26, 1988 TIME: 7:30 P.M.
PLACE: FISHER LECTURE HALL, HOPKINS MARINE STATION, PACIFIC GROVE
SPEAKER: JANET SfEIN
TOPIC: "MOTHER}PUP BEHAVIOR IN HARBOR SEALS"
Janet Stein, who is completing her Master's Degree at the Moss Landing Marine
Laboratories, has been studying harbor seals over the last three years mainly in
Washingtion State. Her work is being done under the auspices of the State Department of
Wildlife. This timely talk comes at the end of the pupping season for these seals in our area
which generated a great deal of interest especially at Cypress Point in Pebble Beach. Many
people who were able to watch this facinating event must have longed to know more, to
learn what subtlties of behavior to watch for and how to prevent disturbance at this very
cri tical stage in their lives. So - now is the chance to ask questions and learn from an
expert. Janet has spent countless hours watching, recording, thinking about harbor seals.
Her talk will be illustrated with slides. It is free and open to the public.
MAy 18 1988 ROl'KTNS iVfAR1NE 5iATION UBRA~a
Orcas Attack and Kill a Small Gray Whale off Pacific Grove
On Saturday 23 April 1988 at 12:30, as Winslow johnson of Pebble Beach and his son
were returning to Monterey harbor in their 17' inboard/outboard from a fishing trip
offshore from Asilomar State Beach, he noted a great disturbance ahead, some 1-2 miles
north of Pt. Pinos, Pacific Grove. Some rapidly porpoising cetaceans, at first thought to be
dolphins, materialized into killer whales intent upon attacking a small gray whale. After
some 5 minutes of observation they became aware of a second adult sized gray nearby.
They were thought to be a mother-calf pair. The orcas appeared to have already isolated
the smaller whale from its companion, and was pushed upward by the force of the orca
activities beneath. A large slick of blood formed on the water surface, although no
noticeable concentration of scavenging seabirds formed at the site.
The orca pod, which consisted of a very large adult male, with characteristic large
dorsal fin, a female-type and a smaller whale, perhaps a calf, circied around the nearby
female gray once, but were not seen to attack it. No defensive maneuver on the part of the
female gray was noted. Following 30 minutes of observation (without binoculars) from
their small craft, at distance as close as 200-300', the orcas appeared to abandon the dead
whale, then swam away in a northerly direction towards the open ocean.
Alan Baldridge (written up following a telephone conversation with the observer only 2
hours after the event)
ACS Monterey Bay Chapter Awards Prize for Science Fair Project
The ACS Monterey Bay Chapter again this year participated in the 4th Annual Monterey
Co. Science fair by awarding a prize for the outstanding project on marine mammals. The
event was sponsored by the.Herald and the junior League of Monterey Co.
This year's winner was joel Holland, a student at Robert Louis Stevenson School. joel's
project was entitled "Social Behavior and Intra Herd Dominancy of Harbor Seals."
joel's project was an outgrowth of a two year study of harbor seals at Stillwater Cove.
After extensive observations of their behaviors, he was able to establish a Social
Hierarchy Dominance tree for these interesting pinnipeds.
for his first Place Entry, our Chapter awarded to joel an oceanographic reference book
entitled "Ocean World" by jacque Costeau.
Jim Willoughby
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~1,rr:9r.8.~Q;t_h~F~~h~llilaeffol! ~~.~'QoQJ18~~~' '.11,4,i~"o.~ ,~nf,or~e~f ftom,fI1ePebbl~
13llIiCc1l Corp., Ml)ntl!l!ey,eo." :~_atla, 8Jm.~l'fiotft, edueil~bn'al, bllt~ ·'b1'OgJio:~,a.eJch
W:«tclr~ra~l$~hnU@- t,<J',:r-eat().ti~adlf~lcUrt ~~~~(ifllABh'60"IO'!pq.p,.,d,@Il~e~,lUg:b§PYQt,
welffj ~:en~~dl '~~: i[f~l'e~.i -(~ 'to~' Be$li ::~.~"'-1#~.~" j;>nttl'tr'tQ,' Apl'Sl ~~. \(e)ilu)'~ .
Bop.':·~~.~f $p.dd ... '~~'£lr,t w~e: ic;a"8h~· :~ye~jg,btltnel 'J.JJg,inl, at WHarf",lt2,.
~~t~~ ..~,q~ ,~pt41,,"};'tI,pil~;,Y~f#'" ..',;~~~9fJ.':l~Qn, ,~Il~,f.a'cruz beach~"and'8taelJ':I;)Ytb.,
elX(1'Df(b;e m~;)JlllJjj, fQUQ:wI~gi .•tl'o.ngonsl\cmewltlds (,T-D).., .
. .. .. ./. '~. .. . , ".,~ I~~".' . -
~~~f8 ..;,~j.:~~~,tt$'J~"g~i'~.: -,iN~ 'Bla~~;,'~m: -'J!~ePhl;, TH' ..,'" ltl'bill:6&lH: "i§~l~:
fl:QJf~IQm;NtH! ..~ illstltll8(B'&itH'.;; ;M.~~. M~aCl~Btab -;:: S~:NqpklnJ•.:811», ""1\~,'H!Je~~nriWT ..
W~, J;.C)lU)sD"'; 'M!?:" ... rM. 'Rq~Je;; :s»a -S.he~{lt~li lQiJt1i\~Y~, -
"."':" ~~~':.~
R.-r J__ ~ObletYlltlO$!!"AprtJ: 1.
'CamPUedb"~ BaIcIr1.
ID~~n, • N()t$:bJ.~ !4qr.11I8~be mpfim:bQve beEm ~lte:contlrtued ,o,bser,v:lt!QIlB ~f
,,&ttl~noae' dd~phJnJli1,~,l1he\PQ~th: 'end, :QE:tb;e:- ~$Y, 'tQge.~~r.,~l1i.b ijome:.spectllOlillilt'QtC$:
tepdf,ts. "'be: lnlletlJ&: :Ult~racctQn I))etween: :pJ.lpp}ng<, Mubol '${a!s', ~_nd tj)qrtats ,$~ ~ans1iell
'BeacJ1' In: Pebble JBe~cli,continued:.g~un t-hltl IP-rlnl. :Flnn; _4i1gen1~lu;,;fQt fepQt4ttng the
two :4Ppeared' to. be workJtJg,by the end of 'the' montb. '
M1Dke Wlu:tte .. 'ThellrsttQ, ~r~~1lD 'to the :~e8' hlgblyfsyor.ed,by.this specle~, ()ff ,the
G~Ilw.)~caIJY~n:J;)ept.of,Fh~b,ll_ndOame't.aJ),ne8tRocky::Pl~., ,Bla::SUr. was a:sln*l~ :QfvA'J)rU'
30 (MM~:\;; , .
Gray Wbal~, .., There M'erethreereports of ngrdibound eQw,-¢a1fp-.ura: atGraJl1te·~@ny()n
L'8b QI) AprU leI ,(MM,); at, ,l1luttlfbD House. :Pt. l.Ob08 on April i'S; 'aD April 23: ,." ~lf .as
seplUl$ted ffQm Its: motbel' afi(Jl'~Uled by 3 orcas'near 'Pt. PinQ$.~$cltteGro\te,(lWJ).., :t. Dohl
inctt¢~~e:d. d1a~ ,f~wer C;$JY~,~"f,arhave;p~dCentJ'8".QJlifolibla thiUl' is, ,nomnil~ :forthlsdate. ' ' ,
Spetm,'Y,ihale, ... TehJs .apecle!J.~ltbougbprob@lY COmp1Qn bl f,.t offshore waters•. Is rarelY
rePQ:Ji'te'(J: .on whale w:atcblng,·~f!Uise8. iln SQ\l~bern, cal1f.445~50 foot bun was seen 'on, Jan.
3,Oi,~~at~:P8t ,dally thereafter 'fot a: week· br~iSag Pe~o !bQltt~N~ff ,Pt. Vlcen~~i Pa,lo'SV;erdes,
(Ac:sJtA, ,~eW8Ietter" AprU '1988).'
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RJato~.,Doll_ .. J0... ,1;51er;gta If~dlvldUtlls' w~tec:lolietoOftf!rPt.,P4eific GroVefi),I.April't '30
and.~re the, ,f!r.st '8een>;~o,' 'Y'eQ~~"trlto :~b,: rtlaJ! ~bls.p~~ Tb$Y w.er,e dQ~litl~s'$ttr~cted:
iby'lj$c{!))t "l\~Y.IlI' ,Of'~ptlAf.fil)!lg1,,,jlke,fll(liim~':MAJJY-<~6,t.,-~~r& iseeklll:g ~tihem fA itb~~ar.ly
mo~tn'i ;from,~tiU,;20,::({J3~:W~:'~J."S~!etltll:pl1J:ijpll' w~re' '.tfftirthet fir.'Om shbt8 ,on' AprU5
(35,Oat)JtnaI8,1)~ Apttl :t2 spd! ~p:tu: 1'~ ,'(Nlf)~" . "
o l . l." ,. (~,~ ,. ':'., (. < r ~' .
_,.1, ';",
., '. I~· , •
On:a ~ _On' ~prn 238 pod of a, attacked a CC)'W~calf pair of grays ,north ofPt. PinQl. kUling
theea'U \(W~,'... see, sep$rat~a,~ount oftbis mc»dent).QilAprU25 to the80uth QfOUF area
at ~,;,.';SfJ\..S,a:~ Luis OblspQ"~,,, '.' l1!emark~bl~, ,gflt~~t.tl~: Of;f8Q~J?09S; ,of ,0tcastotatuOI at
'le~B(t.t15 ;anlmils (w,88 :8e80, ~fItUtn,~hor:e IUld: ~_bSef,v.etli:fQ.r' '5) !hd1tr.'i ';fMP:»).·()ni~t:U (30 an'
,exC~p,tlbIl811,: Il8~I~P(jd, .0'1 ~3~ animalsWEl,s,9baerved trom- th~'~lr t.J:ayelUfll #Q~tb, In a
cresee_n~,...b_ijpe41 lIehQJ!U$ ltge',n: fOMlatlotJ4, ttltleaoff; Pt;,Pl~d.r~, Bl~nca8, San L~Obispo
Co. ,1he .ro.,p:i~clUded 3 large bull$: but no small calves (,TO).
" ")!;, '
~Oil'J"lilllJP -AQ1~lv~ ~cllpol of 500-~QOOanm.1118WB_{l;'On" ,mile N. of H~pldl$"~ne
Sta.<m,·~JP$Qtt4~':,G~olte. ,on'A~t-tl '5sndaollty~ly, \f~~dlng:,' :f~$i):•.1tIl,rs',lto~ W~8' :flrSlCib1iJ!rved
b.Y'ltQ~,t ':I,mU~': ,otl( ,Moo ,Landing In the etf!l~ 'mol1nlqg,(j:rml)~, " ',.'"' ,
Pac;tfJf;Whh:e~ Qalphlb,,4Jtd Nortb__ Rfgbt WbaleQqSPbiD~·~.:~~8n':munJj:elt>f each
s~ies ~~,~,en Oil ~PAl' 5 Withe large l3~O.};group, Of'Jti~'8',.a,~W~,llfJ' n~ar the north
.canyon, (NB,). " 'c\',}' ",' ,.' ,," ,:,'" "\,' ,1,,\
. ,,!):~', ..,'>;<':.:0., '.i"" ".. <,. tl.1~'>· :,: i,' J\\i < I ('I.~ I. , .. '., ' ~·1 ( ".)", v, '
I '.'8oftl~~~'.lpb1u:';;;,'Tl1t(~O(i,tn~dpr~tlfZ~'Qf ~b,18'~.;Ut Santa :t)U2' ;Q).:\V~t,~rsts of
'gl!8.t~tef,e~t:,'l;O'8blmals;-:iri~lud1fig a,amta'fJ; ·cai:f. wt3te':Q~f:tIie_' ti.f!~rttf 'shlp,OJJJltola, on
Aptl.l:t:JNPJ. On:,#ril.l, t:~ 'f~,,~m.maJs, wet~'~,t:!b.,IJ,·:~~ot '(~jt:N$!)_. ,~ijf,f@.robservatlon,oftbat
lQc~lpn ,8howt1d,.\8ch~rill df no tfeweJl lthafi24~26anlm~1$·f.r.()m: "pnU: '9 ,~brougb l i,1;, :~y"f:ar
1ib~,'b~rs~t IP(J,~P' :~P-()~e4~'!i.; ~_1Jr ~re.":~fli~,"fri~f)r(,TDl'· l:~lt; ~~l\e.: seentbere ~fJAprt~ n
/c' " (iNBl~, Jyse "1l0 Ill1e' 8plitih,at.P$18tOnun~sj 'San'ta, cruzQ).,g,·40; ~i)lm$ls In¢IUcnng,:a, ~If j ,,,
he~ded'nor.tlt on' Aplin. 23 (Tal. ' ,'''' , - ,
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The Proposed
Monterey Bay Marine Sanctuary
California'S 75D·mile coastline include.s a
great diversity of marine habilats (or (ish,
mammals. seabirds, and plant life. Monterey
Bay is unique to both California and the
nalion, because the {'ountry's I,1rgest
submarine canyon bisects the broad curve of
Ihe bay. Within a few miles of shore, the
bay's waters plummet to oceanic deplhs
favored by pelagic species like blue and
sperm whales. Upwelling of nutrients fosters
an especially productive environment for
marine life-such as Ihe entire population of
endangered ashy' storm petrels that feed in
the bay part of the year. Nowhere else in
Norlh America is there such diversity of algal
species.
The bay itself, and part of the Big Sur
coastline soulh of Monterey, were proposed
for consideration as a National Marine
S.lncluary in 1977. In 1984, however, NOM
decided that California already had its share
of sanctuaries (the Santa Barbara Cha,mel
Islands and Gulf of the Farallones sites', and
dropped the Monterey Bay proposal from
further consideration. Conservationists and
local officials protested that this action
violated the Marine Sanctuaries Act, and that
NOM had acted arbitrarily by not allowing
public comment before elIminating
Monterey Bay as a potential marine
sanctuary.
This handling of the Monterey Bay
proposal has provoked congressional
interest. "NOAA's abrupt decision to remove
Monterey Bay from tile list of candidate sites
was unwarranted and misguided, .. said
Representative Leon Panetta (O-Ca.).
Claiming that "NOM had closed ti,e door
on creating a marine sanctuary through the
established process," Panella introduced a
bill in January 1987, H.R. 734, which directs
NOM 10 reverse its , 984 decision and to
move the M{jnterey Bay proposal tluough
the sanctuary designation process. The bill
1,,15 attracted the allen/ion of the u.s. House
CommiUee on Merchant Marine and
Fisheries, which will consider reauthorization
of Ihe Sanctuary Program in 19BB. If
approVC'd by Congress, Panella's bill will be
the first successful congressional efforl to
desisnale a major ocean area as a national
ma"ne sanctuary.
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MONTEREY BAY 0iAPfER
AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY
Soundings JUNE 1988 MEETING
DATE: THURSDAY, JUNE 30, 1988
TIME: 7:30 P.M.
PLACE: FISHER LECTURE HALL, HOPKINS MARINE STATION, PACIFIC GROVE
SPEAKER: TONY HUNTL~, Ph.D.
TOPIC: ELEPHANT SEAL
Dr. Tony Huntley, a research biologist on the faculty of the University of California at
Santa Cruz, has for nine years been engaged in pioneering research into the physiology and
behavior of elephant seals at their breeding grounds in Ano Nuevo State Reserve. In their
ongoing studies of elephant seal diving behavior, Dr. Huntley and his colleagues have
discovered truly amazing capabilities. These animals can dive to a depth of over half a
mile and hold their breath for more than an hour. If the mechanisms which make these
feats possible can be explained by future research, it could have important relevance in
human medical science. Dr. Huntley, in addition to his teaching work at uses, is involved
in several programs in which he trains high school teachers to teach marine sciences. An
excellent and entertaining speaker, he also has many public lecture engagements.
JUN 17'"
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·RfXENT MARINE MAMMAL BBsERV'ATIQNS - MAY 1988·
. CompU'" ;ttl' A1,,:,B,aldrlcp
.ntroelPctloJ)' ., Th~ 9Q~t:~nUJ~d'lnv.a";y:ernen~ tbl$i iIJIQntb by llIaoyA:C$/MaA"mentbet'sEiod
fr.lends l~~~ .&'a¢.llw:at¢b~p.(l1 In ,pr~~ee~l'Y~::8nll,tllt~J.fPretlv.e \V9l!k ,~ttb1 the,denselypc>plil:ated
hlillboi' ae~l puppl~gi iSt:~~J' -.1; :FansbeU ,~·8¢_b.t.t4oy,press' Pt~" :Peb.ble ·Be~Qhw.as a majar
fOQus' of e:t(o~t. ~e ¥O:IUtiteelfs ,are t()~ :b~ '(foi'l*"stulated ontli~rr pe:r.:aev~t~n.¢e,()f,ten In,
the r.ce ~f ¢C)l'd Winds ~d themoreobn'o'Xtous .",embers' ofOlitQ\VD lqJecles.EstaLee
Albright and Bob Huettman master minded t1J.~ effQ~ Spechil ,~)I~ 8i'edu~ to Monterey
Co.SPCAal'id the P.~ble 8eaeb Corp. fpf, Qr,ganlzatlonal b.aek-l,Ip -,pPQn.
The Qd)'@rmaJor (-nfln) event of the m~th 'b~ been the 'hlUure of flotthboundlgray
w:hlilles, 't-o $hQ.wt.heltijelve,s.
Wb.-Je ap.- An'l.lnJdel\t!filed'dead' whale wEi'S ~,covered: flofitlhg, In, the k~lp atPQlanPt••
,nesrEls$$I1en"BtgSution,Ma¥ 20.Est,iri1~~~Jeng1!h 30..40' (LM).
Blue'Whale' - On' M8)"2~' qne was seen whlblQ' ~1IJn~ 01 shoT~ prE tb~ S$1inas,RIv.e~ mouth
dUI!I~g,an aerlal, su.f1eyfeT ·sea, oner..~.· tb'ls.. ..' unu,sua:llY '~8fo~Y ,lot Our are~,andno
addJ:tionalcpIiflm.'a~icm, wes pa'8Ibl~ 03Iilt., .
MInke WbaI~' -$in,l.e· lot:!iVidu$ls were re,p.or~ed, as follows: May ,8.: .SmUes :trom shore
:between:M~nterey.Beach Hotel. Monterey 1iA:tI the south botnJdary Qf 'F,t,. Ord 'UX); on May
i4, 2mllesweSt,of Pt. P11'1~IPactfic Gtov.e.(:ItT); and on May 26••5 mUesnortb,ofOtter Pt.,
Paclilc Grove (LO.). ... .
HlIIQPbsCk _.~'''' A. ,~9w/calf .palr., at tll1l~~ aceQmp:Elnted,'~,,8 tbirdisnliiiat.. w$,sseenotf
o.tter' :,~~ 'Q.n;M~y... 10;, .4i~~, t,be f.oUG.wln&~ ·f01Jt ~AA¥i'Qff. ,Rt.;Pln~~.~~~~;~:'~a~.!I~ :~~~v.Qj
pt.' JQe,. Pe.\)bl~::Bea¢.h llnd:tnner ca~mer,Bi~:Dear;'Sanjose Or-eel{ :&aoh.'· 'Th~y:,we,re 'at
times Qb$~rvel1.feeding. :$b~erglng a'tthe'<sutf,~c~: w'1th, dl$tencted' ,tJirQ~'t :ple~t~! Breaching
dhaplays we-re se8n.Tijey 'are :rare In$prtn:f.llete (AB, CB,J';X:';,ce ,fiK,· DL£- BfH W)..On
May 25, It,mariY'' wer.e 1n- tbe ar.eanorthe~~ at Ploneer Canyon, San Mateo Co. (BS).
Gray~. - Not Q:·stngl~ observation, ftQmJ ~hore stations or ,arty :boatsln our ~rea this
month. T. DQhl, in tbeQQgrse ofre~'ted ae;r.lal surveys b~tw.~~ilMpl)terey ·~~YandHalf
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DATE: THURSDAY, AUGUST 25, 1988 ,(TIME: 7:30 P.M. L-.._..!- ..L....- ---'-_~•. - ,
PLACE: FISHER LECrURE HALL, HOPKINS MARINE STATION, PACIFIC GROVE
SJEAKER: TOM JEFFERSON, MOSS LANDING MARINE LABORATORIES
TOPIC: THE PORPOISE TANGLE: SMALL CETACEA OF THE NORTHERN AND
TROPICAL PACIFIC AND THEIR INCIDENTAL ENTANGLEMENT IN FISHING
GEAR.
Tom Jefferson has spent months at sea as an observer on tuna boats documenting
numbers of porpoise killed and on the Japanese high sea's gill net fishery in the
north Pacific. The numbers of seabirds, Northern Fur Seals and particularly Dall's
Porpoise drowned in these nets has caused alarm to the extent that U.S. permits to
Japanese companies for this fishery have not been renewed this year. He is also
concerned with the "take" of our local population of Harbor Porpoise which have
come into contact with halibut fishery glllnets and with the Vaquita, a small
cetacean found in the northern Gulf of California. He will give an overview of
these marine mammal/fisheries conflicts, their current status and the outlook for the
future. This subject is of great interest at this time as environmentalists,
legislators and fishermen struggle with renewal of the Marine Mammal Protection
Act and as increasing numbers of people express concern for the fate of our fellow
creatures as we rush headlong to exploit the planet to the maximum for the needs
ACS Board Approves Funds for Environmental Projects
The ACS Board at the July 21st meeting at the Hudson House, Pt. Lobos approved
funds for two Monterey area marine educational projects. An unrestricted donation
of $150 was given to the "88 State of the Bay Conference" to be held in Monterey
on October 22nd. This year's symposium will focus on a broad spectrum of marine
problems facing the Monterey Bay, along with considering a number of management
strategies.
A second donation was approved for the Pacific Grove Museum of Natural History
Association. The Monterey Bay Chapter of ACS will provide funds to purchase a
Gray Whale Teaching Kit from the National Cetacean Society.
- Jim Willoughby -
Iceland's whaling challenged by Icelanders
Iceland's continued whaling is now being challenged at home as well as
internatIonally. The recently formed Icelandis 'Friends of the Whales' is protesting
actively and, in a country where civil disobedience is unheard of, the group is
stirring public opinion against whaling for the first time. Earth First, 22 December
1987.
CREDITS:
Wordprocessing: Nancy Black
Newsletter distribution: Frank & Marion LaRosa
01arts: "The Tragedy Continues: Killing of Dolphins by the Tuna lndustryll by Todd
Steiner, David Phillips, & Mark Palmer. Available from the Whale Center, 3929
Piedmont Ave., Oakland, CA 94611 for $4.95.
Art: Courtesy Shearwater Journeys
RECENT MARINE MAMMAL OBSERVATIONS - JUNElJULY 1988
CompUed by Alan Baldridge
Introduction - Highlights during this period have been very high numbers of
humpbacks together with the return of blues and minkes. The continued presence
of bottlenose dolphins in the northeast section of the Bay is remarkable. The
reappearance of the giant Pacific leatherback turtle is a perfect re-run of last
years reports.
Blue Whale - A single 7-9 miles west of Ano Nuevo Island, San Mateo Co. on june
9 (TO). In the Bay one was seen on july 10 (jBW), july 11 (OL), 3 on july 21 on
west side of the Soquel arm of Monterey Submarine Canyon (NB). One was
reported by a fishing boat on july 24 (NB) and 2 were off Pt. Lobos Reserve that
day (OL). On july 28, 2 were seen off Pt. Lobos in the morning (NB,OS) and in
the afternoon the same two, or another pair, caused excitement as they passed
Otter Pt., Pacific Grove, right in the gray whale "track" just outside the kelp beds
(B&jH,AB). This species is seen from shore each year in our area.
MInke Whale - All sightings consisted of single individuals, as is usually the case
here. Singles were observed feeding close to the edge of the kelp off the Granite
Canyon, Dept. of Fish and Game Lab., near Rocky Pt., Big Sur on june 8, 10 and
15 (MH). One close to shore off Pt. joe, Pebble Beach on july 17 (CO,NB) was
probably the same "semi-resident" individual reported in that area several times
(RT). On july 21 one headed out of Carmel Bay past Pt. Lobos (jL). On july 27,
3 were observed from a OFG patrol boat coming up the coast from San Simeon to
Monterey (MG). One just off Granite Canyon on July 25 (jL).
Humpback Whale - One offshore from Asilomar, Pacific Grove on june 16 (sc, AB).
Two adults and a juvenile from the air west of Ano Nuevo on june 23 (TO). On
june 25, 10 were seen from shore at Cypress Pt., Pebble Beach (S&jH and other
residents) and 2 were there again on july 5, moving north (S&jH)•. On July 8, 10
were "watched bubble cloud and lunge feeding" In a 1-2 mlle area 7.5 miles west
of Cypress Pt., accompanied by 200 white-sided dolphins and thousands of
shearwaters (NB). A small 30' individual was observed lunge-feeding a mile off
Asilomar on july 6 (Shj) and what was probably the same small whale again there
on july 25 (jL). It breached 6 times, while Steve Webster's camera remained
jammed. Approximately 70 different animals were photo-identified off Morro Bay,
San Luis Obispo Co. on july 24~25 by j. Calambokldis et al (NB). An extraordinary
feeding concentration. They are stlll scarce in the Gulf of the Farallones,
indicating that this concentration is probably stlll to move through our area. Only
9 were found during an aerial search offshore from Watsonvllle airport north to
Pigeon Pt., San Mateo Co. (TO).
Sperm Whale - 4 were observed offshore from Santa Cruz Co. on june 7 during an
aerial survey (TO).
Orca - An additional May report concerned an adult male and female type on May
20 n breaching, feeding on, or playing with a sea lion" in Bay waters (OL). No
reports from june-july.
Pacific WhIte-Sided Dolphin - 600+ were followed south for 5 miles on July 17, 7
miles west of Cypress Pt. (AB,NB). On july 24, 2 small schools of 10 were seen on
the north side of the Canyon west of Moss Landing, 1-2 small calves were present
(NB). 200 were associated with 10+ humpbacks in a 1-2 mile area 7.5 miles west
of Cypress Pt. on july 8 (NB).
Bottlenose· Dolphin - Most unusual has been the continued reports of this species
from Santa Cruz Co. On june 13, 13-15 animals were close to the beach at Sunset
State Beach (GS). Another observation of several animals at Rio Del Mar Beach
was reported to OS on june 22. On july 21 a group of seven swam south along
shore at Sunset State Beach (j&RW). Several other sightlngs from that area were
reported, although details were not available at this writing.
RIsso's Dolphin - 20 were reported in the Bay on june 8 (DL). There were 10 on
the north side of the Canyon west of Moss Landing on July 24, Including 1-2 new
calves (NB). A larger school of 30-50 was seen on july 28 south of Pt. Lobos
(NB,DS).
Northern Right Whale Dolphin - Only report was of 2 animals with white-sided
dolphins and Risso's dolphins south of Pt. Lobos on july 28 (NB,DS).
Harbor Porpoise - Three were reported on June 21 and 5 on july 15 (DL). On July
27 a 50 Inch adult male was found dead on the beach near Wharf #2, Monterey.
There were no obvious glllnet injuries visible, although cause of death could not be
determined.
Dall's Porpoise - Strandings are now rare In this area, so that the following one of
special note: On july 9, a newborn calf, 106cm female was found alive in the
harbor at Port Sail Luis, San Luis Obispo Co. It died and the specimen was
recovered by MLML (NB). Remarkably Ii second calf, slightly smaller was found
dead on Moss Landing State Beach on July 15 (NB). Other reports of small
numbers at sea came from the usual locations at the edges of canyon rims.
CaUfomia Sea Lion - The bulk of local animals migrated south, as normal, to the
breedng grounds. Left were 2;..3 large males at Monterey Breakwater on june 15
(ShJ) and 25 yearlings there on jilly 15 (AB). 80-100 yearlings and one adult male
were at Pt. Lobos Reserve on july 2 (AB). Liberty, the bUnd sea lion released
from the California Marine Mammal Center was sighted several times at the
breakwater in July (NB).
Northern Fur Seal - One at sea in our area on june 21 (DL) and 2-3 on july 28
off Carmel Bay (NB,DS).
Northern Elephant Seal - One was observed feeding on Pacific whiting on July 15
(DL). As surface feedIng activIty of this deep diver Is very rarely observed. One
was ashore at Bluefish Cove, Pt. Lobos on July 24 (jL). As the Ano Nuevo
population continues to Increase 50 does the summer presence there. 300+ were
censused on the PoInt In July. There are seals to be observed there year round.
Harbor Seal - IndIviduals with gillnet necklaces, which wlll eventually disable or
kill them, were at Hopkins Marine Station on July 6 (AB) and Cypress Pt. on July 5
(S&JH).
OBSERVATIONS CONTINUED PAGE 3
Bonus Species
Pacific Leatherback Turtles - An unidentified dead "sea turtle" was reported afloat
.25 miles south of Pt. Pinos buoy on july 20 by a party boat (per RT). A llve
leatherback was seen on july 24 (OL). On july 27 another was 2 miles off Pt.
Lobos (OL) while on the same day further south, 2 more leatherbacks were
observed 10 miles south of Pt. Sur and 2-3 miles offshore (MG).
Brown Booby - An adult of this tropical species was seen roosting ashore on Pt.
Lobos June 14-17, having first been observed and identified by a visiting birder
from land-locked Switzerland! Only the second Monterey Co. record.
Brandt's Cormorant - This species had one of its best ever years at Pt. Lobos.
1522 nests with young were counted on July 2. 590 the previous year was
considered a successful year (AB)! An abundance of accessible food, this year's
juvenile rockfish, is thought to be the reason.
Market Squid - A fair season so far this year, after several poor ones according to
Bob Lios, in mid-june.
"Giant SquId" - On June 3,' an 8' Moroteuthus robustus was brought to Hopkins
marine station after being taken in a deep trawl off the Big Sur coast (AB).
Red water - An extensive and spectacular bloom was found in southern Monterey
Bay from about May 31 to june 3. "Like diving in a cabernet sauvignon" according
to scuba divers. The dinoflagellate ceratlum was the principle species involved. It
also produced spectacular biolumescence in the breakers at local beaches.
Contributors:
AB - A. Baldridge; NB - N. Black; SC - S. Clark; CD - C. Dennie; TD - T. Dohl;
MG - M. Gonzales; NMFS; MH - M. Harris, DFG; S&jH - 8&J Harrison; B&JH -
B&J Head; DL - D. Lemon, Star of Monterey; jL - j. Loomis; OS - Debra
Shearwater; 8hj - Shearwater journeys; GS - G. Silber; RT - R. Ternullo, Pt. Sur
Clipper; J&RW - j&R Warriner; JBW - Brent Williamson, skipper.
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MONTEREY BAY 0iAPfERSoundings AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY
SEPfE).mER 1988 MEETING
DATE: THURSDAY, SEPrElv1BER 29, 1988
TIME: 7:30 P.M.
PLACE: FISHER LECfURE HALL, HOPKINS MARINE SfATION, PACIFIC GROVE
~: ROGER LUCKENBACH, Ph.D.
TOPIC: SEA TURTLES OF THE MONTEREY BAY AREA
Dr. Roger Luckenbach, an instructor at Santa CatalIna School in Monterey will be speaking
on sea turtles. Dr. Luckenbach has worked with sea studios and leads natural history trips
worldwide. He will discuss reproduction, artificial Insemination and current world
problems dealing with turtles.
ACS HOSTS BLUE WHALE TRIP
ACS Monterey Bay Chapter, In conjunction with Monterey Sports Fishing, conducted a very
successful fund raising Blue Whale Boat Trip on Sunday, August 14th. Nearly 100 people
took part in the excursion aboard the "Top Gun" and "New Roz" party boats.
Our whale watchers were not disappointed as three Blue Whales were observed at close
range two miles west of Point Lobos. As we headed toward Moss Landing, two Humpback
Whales were spotted along with a herd of Pacific White-sided Dolphins. For the delight
of birdwatchers aboard, sooty and pink-footed shearwaters made a brief appearance.
Interpretive and naturalist services were provided by Sheila Baldridge, Esta Lee Albright,
jerry Loomis and jim Willoughby.
-jim Willoughby
DATES TO REMEMBER
Mark your calendar for the "88 State of the Bay" Conference on October 22, 1988 which
will be held in Monterey. The program will focus on the present state of Monterey Bay,
current issues and future actions needed to ensure the pristine quality of our Bay. The
conference will be held at the Monterey Conference Center, 1 Portola Plaza, in downtown
Monterey, from 8 a.m. until 4:30 p.m. Reservations must be made in advance. While
there is no charge to attend the conference, lunch can be provided at cost. For more
infonnatlon, please contact either Suzanne Bowen (408) 425-1503 or Nick Papadakis (408)
373-6116.
Also, don't forget our Third Biennial Conference and Symposium which will be held at the
Monterey Sheraton Hotel, 350 Calle Principal from November 11 untH November 14.
Highlights include boat trips, a symposium, a media room featuring video and film footage,
and an evening at the Monterey Bay Aquarium with a reading of "Whale Nation" by its
author, Heathcote Williams. For more infonnation, please contact ACS National, P.O.
Box 2639, San Pedro, CA 90731.
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RfX»lf MARINE MAW.tAL OBSERVATIONS - JULY/AUGtJSr 1988
CompUed by AlBD Baldridge
Introduction - Highlights during this period have been the continued high numbers of Blues
and Humpbacks, an Increasee In Minkes, and the season's first fin whales. There have
been numerous reports of the continued presence of Bottlenose dolphins In the NE comer
of the Bay. Reports of Pacific Leatherback turtles were numerous, although It Is always
difficult to arrive at total estimates. Finally, a very rare Pacific Ridley turtle was
beached at Marina.
Blue Whale - Reported almost dally throughout the month. Two were 5 miles west of Pt.
Lobos August 2-3 (OL). On August 4, 2 from shore Just south of Cypress Pt., Pebble Beach
(S&IH) and 6 from shore that evening from Lone Cypress, Pebble Beach (AB). On August
5, 7-11 were In the area from Cypress Pt. to Yankee Pt, Carmel Highlands (OL et a1). Of 6
there the next day one showed spinal curvature (OL). 7 were present the following day In
the same area (ShI), with 8, 16-20 miles WSW of Cypress Pt. on August 11. Several were
seen August 10-12 between Pt. Sur and Pt. Lobos (NB). On the 12th, 6 were in outer
Carmel Bay and 6 more further offshore (RT). 2 groups of 4 In outer Carmel Bay on August
13 (RT) and 2 were 3 miles off Pt. Lobos on August 14 (RT). For the remainder of the
month, most reports were to the north, with 4 in the outer Monterey Submarine Canyon on
August 21 (ShI), 2 were 4-5 miles NW of Pt. Pinos, Pacific Grove on August 26 (ShJ) and
groups of 3,3,2,2 were 12 miles NW of that Point on August 27 (Shj).
Randy Wells and --Steve Swartz initiated an experimental radio-tagging project. Three
whales were tagged, one of the tags held and yielded data from 13-15 August before being
lost to the researchers. ThIs project, funded by the (We. will hopefully be refunded In
1989 and prOVide another "window" through which to observe the Uves of known Individual
Blue Whales.
Outside of our area a 26 meter female washed ashore dead at Pismo State Beach, about
August 16. It was examined by Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History bIologists
before It was towed from the beach by USCG (Eo Jozwiak, NMFS to AB). No obvious
cause of death was apparent.
Fin Whale - This species is rarely reported In our area. On July 3, 1 was 2 miles west of
Soberanes Pt., Big Sur (BW). Two were seen from shore 2 miles SW of Cypress Pt. (AB)
and a single feeding alongside 7 Blues, 2-3 miles off Carmel Highlands on August 7 (ShJ).
MIDke Whale - Reported almost dally throughout the period, beginning with a single on
August 1 (OL). On July 31 RT reported that numerous recent slghtings of this cetacean
were made In association with schools of Juvenile rockfishes (Boccacclo, ChUlipper and
Short-helUed), over sandy bottom areas In 30-100 F.
On August 3, 2 were Just south of Cypress Pt. and seen from shore (8&JH), 1 off Moss
Landing same day (ND,Tj). 3 were off Granite Canyon Labor day, near Rocky Pt., Big Sur
on August 5 (per MH). Singles were close to San Jose Creek Beach and Yankee Pt. on
August 6 (GM). On August 4, 3 were seen from shore at Pt. Joe, Pebble Beach, near
Hudson House, Pt. Lobos and near Lone Cypress, Pebble Beach (AB). On August 7, 1 was
2-3 miles off Carmel Highlands (ShJ) and another,S miles west of Pt. joe, same day (Shj).
On August 27, 3 singles were seen off Ft. Ord, Soquel Canyon 5 miles west of Moss Landing,
and NW of Pt. Pinos (ShJ).
Humpback Whale - Numerous reports, beginning with 4 from shore at Yankee Pt. (TF, OM)
on August &. 2-3 were 3 miles west of Cypress Pt. on August 7 (Shj). On August 10, 2+3
were accompanIed by white-sided dolphIns 2.5 miles WSW from Pt. Pinos and 1-2 were 2
miles west of Seal Rock, Pebble Beach that day (RT). On August 11, 2+1 were 8-9 miles
west of Moss Landing and another single was 8 mlles WSW from Cypress Pt. (ShJ). 8-10
animals were on the north rim of Monterey Canyon 11-15 mlles west of Moss Landing on
August 12 (RT). 2 were near shore off Moss Landing on August 14 (NB). Finally, 8 were
In the Ascension Canyon area SW of Ana Nuevo Island, San Mateo Co. on August 21 (ShJ).
Orca - 2 animals northbound off Big Sur on August 5 (BW).
Pac1fIc Wblte-sJded Dolphin - A huge school, estimated from 500 to 2000 animals was seen
in outer Carmel Bay August 1 (NL), August 2 (DL), August 7 (Shj) and August 10 (NB, RT).
On the 7th the school contained an albino female with a calf, normally pigmented (video-
taped Shj). Two groups of 15 were seen from shore at Yankee Pt. on August 6 (GM). 200
were In Monterey Bay on August 12 (RT). Thereafter only small numbers reported e.g. 15
with Risso's and Right whale dolphins on north rim of Monterey Canyon west of Moss
Landing and 35 later (SFB, NB). On August 27, 15 were south of Cypress Pt. (radio report
to ShJ).
Bottleuose Dolphin - G. Sllber on August 9 reported frequent sightings of what he belJeves
to be the same school of 8-12 animals observed from Sunset Beach State Park and vicinity,
Santa Cruz Co. These were observed incidentally to an ongoing study of Harbor porpoise,
another shallow water species which has Its center of abundance in the Bay in that portion.
In addition j&RW reported 7 animals travelllng south at Pajaro Dunes, Santa Cruz Co. on
August 3, 6 going north there on August 26 and 10 at SaUna River mouth on August 29.
All three may refer to the Silber group. The continued presence of this more southerly
species is remarkable.
RIsso's DolpIdD - This species was present 14 miles west of Moss Landing on july 31 (jBW)
and again on August 12 when 15-20 were on the Monterey Canyon north rim, 10 miles west
of Moss Landing (RT). Finally on August 26 a mixed school of 20 travelled with white-
sided and right whale dolphins In the same area of the Bay (SFB, NB). Larger numbers
may be expected later in the fall.
Nortbem RJabt WbaJe Dolphin - On july 25, 15-30 were with white-sides 6 miles NW ofPt.
Pinos (RT) and 15 with Risso's and white-sides on Monterey Canyon north rim, 8-9 miles
west of Moss Landing on August 26 (SFB, NB).
Harbor Porpolle - On july 29, 2-4 groups of 5-10 animals were 1 mile off Rio Del Mar,
santaCruz Co. (RT). On August 1,8-10 animals were 2.5 miles NW of north Ft. Ord range
boundary bouy (RT) and on August 8, 4-5 pods each of 4-5 animals were off Pajaro River
mouth, close to shore (RT). At Sunset Drive, Sunset State Beach, pods of 6 and 4 were
north just beyond the breakers on August 14 (AB).
DaII's Porpoise - RT reported this species almost daily in four areas, as follows: Cannel
Bay - Pt. Lobo&, offshore from Yankee Pt., west 3-5 mlles from Pt. Pinos and along the
north rim of Monterey Canyon 4, 9 and 16 miles west of Moss Landing. On July 31, 3
groups of 5-6 included 2 mother-calf pairs 2.5 miles west of Granite Canyon (RT). On
August 5,6 were "chasing" 3 Blue whales just off Pt. Lobos (DL). On August 6; 3-4 were
seen from shore at the kelp edge, Soberanes Pt., Big Sur (TF). On that day 26 were counted
in the Sobreanes Pt. - Carmel Highlands area, a large number here (DL). On August 7, 4
adults were accompanied by a subgroup of 3 juveniles in the same area (Shj). Ofr the
Salinas River mouth, 4 were in 55 F, about their nonnal Inner limits on August 11 (Shj).
On the same day, 18 were off Carmel Highlands (DL). On August 27 a large number of
small groups were observed in the Soquel Canyon Ann, 5 miles off Moss Landing. One of
them Included a remarkably pigmented Individual which was a unlfonn "Turslop" pale gray
overall. This animal rode the bow and was video-taped and photographed (Shj).
OBSERVATIONS CONTINUED PAGE 3
California Sea Lion - 120 had returned to Monterey breakwater by August 11 (AB).
Northern Fur Seal - The only report was of 1-2 animals west of Pt. Pinos on August 3 (NB,
TJ).
Northern Elephant Seal - A yearling female was ashore at Pt. Lobos on August 15 (jV). A
number of "at-sea" reports were received.
Bonus Species
Pacific Ridley Turtle - On August 2 we examined an 82 cm overall length female which had
washed ashore dead at Marina State Beach and reported by D. George on July 25. This
large individual was buried, to be prepared later for display (Dave Dixon and Dave
Rodriquez, Ca. Dept. Parks and Recreation). Only 2 previous confirmed reports of this
species are known from our area, the last being Sept. 6, 1984 during a major EI Nino (AB,
TF, JV).
Pacific Leatherback Turtle - In a re-run of last years observations there was an abundance
of reports. It is unknown whether this abundance is due to warm ocean conditions or has
gone unreported in earlier years. On July 23-24, 1 was 2 miles west of Pt. Joe (TS) and on
July 31, 1 was 2 miles west of Pt. Lobos (HN) and another 4 miles west of Pt. Pinos (DC).
On August 1, 2 were reported (DL) and 2 again on August 3 (DL). On that day another 3
were off Pt. Pinos (NB,TJ) and yet another was reported close inshore between Del Monte
Beach and Cannery Rows, Monterey (RD); a possible maximum of 6 individuals, although
half that number seems more likely (AB). One August 7 off Pt. Lobos (DL) and one was off
Pt. Lobos on August 11, another near A Buoy off Ft. Ord and a third elsewhere (DL, RT).
From August 4-6 many reports were received from salmon boats off Ft. Ord (per RT).
Most would presumably refer to the same few individual turtles. One was 1.5 miles west
of Soldiers Club, ft. Ord on August 8 (G. Kruse per RT) and another 3.5 miles west of Pt.
Pinos on August 9 (RW,SS). A lull without reports was followed by one in the Bay on
August 26 (SFB) and another offshore from Moss Landing on August 27 (per ShJ). D.
Lemon beleives that their scarcity in our area after August 11 was due to their passage
north up the coast as a warm water spell was replaced by cool upwelling. Leatherback
reports could then be monitored off Ano Nuevo Island and further north. Most individuals
in our area were reported to be large but at least one smaller individual was reported.
Jellyfish, their preferred food have been noticeably more abundant during July-August.
Their deep long dives made them virtually impossible to follow and resight, a condition
analogous to that of the would-be observer of beaked whales. A long-dead individual was
discovered beached in Moss Landing Harbor entrance on August 18. It was approximately
6' overall, beak to tail, with damaged skull and punctured carapace. It could not be
collected (ESB, NB).
Beaver - Observed while canoeing the Salinas River from King City to Greenfield on
August 7. They are quite numerous in the middle sections of the river, although not often
reported (D&EC).
Contributors:
SFB - S.F. Bailey; AB - A. Baldridge; ESB - S. Baldridge; NB - N. Black; DC - D. Campos,
skipper; D&EC - D&E Cope; RD - R. Davis; CD - C. Dennie, skipper Miss Monterey, TF - T.
Farrell,; MH - tvL Harris, DFG; S&JH - S&j. Harrison; TJ - T. jefferson; DL - D. Lemon,
skipper Star of Monterey; NL - N. Lemom, skipper; GM - G. McChesney; HN - H. Neece,
skipper Toronado; ShJ - Shearwater Journeys; SS - S. Schwarz; GS - G. Silber; TS - T.
Sullivan; RT - R. Ternullo, skipper, Pt. Sur Clipper; jV - J. Vandevere; J&RW - j&R.
Warriner; RW - R. Wells; BW - B. Williamson, skipper; JBW - J.B. Williamson, skipper.
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BAY SYMJOSIUM - OCTOBER 22, 1988
FARR'S TASK FORCE SfUDIES MONTEREY BAY CONTAMINATION
The Monterey Bay is finally getting the attention and respect it deserves as the Central
Coast's most important resource. Concerned about the presence of chemicals and trace
metals in its waters, as well as the environmental and economic future of the Bay,
environmentalists, marine biologists and local legislators are working with state agencies
to develop a coordinated plan for the protection of Bay resources.
After chemicals began showing up in mussels at Moss Landing, Assemblyman Sam Farr
convened a Bay Symposium in December 1986 to bring together different groups and
individuals concerned with Bay issues. Out of the Symposium grew the Monterey Bay Task
Force to develop a long-term response to Bay issues.
Currently the Task Force is overseeing a $200,000 study to test 600 fish from the
Monterey Bay for more than 100 toxic chemicals. The study, to be completed and
analyzed for human health risk by the Department of Health Services is due out the middle
of next year.
Researchers will study fish purchased from Monterey Bay commercial fishing boats as
well as fish caught from party boats and research vessels near the outfall pipe of the
Monterey Water Pollution Control Agency. Scientists will also look for agricultural
pesticides in Pacific sanddabs taken from the Moss Landing Harbor.
In addition to the toxics study, the Task Force is planning another Bay Symposium on
October 22 of this year to discuss a host of Bay issues, including oil spill response, taxies
and drilling muds, liVing marine resources and tanker traffic.
The October Symposium will also focus on ocean resources management. Currently,
the State Assembly is considering AB 2838, the California Ocean Resources Management
Act (CORMA) which would establish a state level program to plan for coordinated,
comprehensive management of ocean resources of the California Coast.
Authorized by Assemblyman Farr, the goals of CORMA are to develop an orderly 10ng-
range conservation and development strategy for marine resources off the coast of
California.
Currently, there are many state and federal programs involved in California ocean
resources but there is no coordinating structure to ensure that these single-purpose
decisions are in the best interests of the ocean environment and the people of California.
Individuals and organizations interested in more information about the Task Force and
the October Symposium, can call Assemblyman Sam Farr's Santa Cruz office at 425-1503.
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SOUNDINGS
MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER
AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIE1Y
'. ~. s ..·., .
. DATE: THURSDAY, DEC».tBER 1, 1988
TIME: 7:30 P.M. .
PLACE: FISHER LECTURE HALL, HOPKINS MARINE SfATION, PACIFIC GROVE
SPEAKER: DR. RAY DIETER,
TOPIC: WHAT CAN BE LEARNED FROM THE NECROPSY OF MARINE MAMMALS.
Dr. Dieter is a practicing veterinarian with two offices, Sausalito and Bolinas. He is
affiliated with the Coast Watch Wildlife Society and consults for several conservation
groups. His field work deals with the necropsy of marine mammals with an emphasis on
sea lions and leptospirosis. This disease has been affecting many sea lions along our coast
In recent months.
PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS MEETING WILL BE A COMBINED NOVEMBER/DECatmER
MEETING. WE WILL RESUME OUR NORMAL MEETING SCHEDULE ON THURSDAY.
JANUARY 26,1989. HAVE A JOYFUL HOLIDAY SEASON! PEACE TO THE
CETACEANS IN 89'.
NOV 21 \989
HtNJBACK AND BLUE WHALE ~EAROI IN TIlE GULF OF TIlE FARALLONES
by John Calambokidis
Researchers studying whales in the Gulf of the Farallones region have found large
numbers of blue whales in coastal waters between San Francisco and Point Arena in recent
months. Over 100 blue whales were'estimated to be in the area during aerial surveys of
the region in late September. The number of humpback whales seemed a little lower and
their distribution was generally more scattered than last year. Both blue and humpback
whales were individually photo-identified, including several sightlngs of "Humphrey", the
humpback whale that swam up the Sacramento River in 1985. Humphrey had been
identified in the Gulf of the Farallones in both 1986 and 1987, but surprised researchers
this year by showing up In shallow water in Drakes Bay and then twice in Bodega Harbor.
The research is being conducted under a contract to Cascadia Research from the Gulf
of the Farallones National Marine Sanctuary. The research focuses on the development of
a photographic catalogue of individual whales in the region and the use of these identified
individuals to determine popUlation size and movements of whales. Project personnel
include Jim Cubbage, Gretchen Steiger, and John Calambokidis of Cascadia Research and
Ken Balcomb and Prentice Bloedel of the Center for Whale Research. A number of other
researchers have assisted and collaborated in the effort including Tom Kieckhefer, a
graduate student at Moss Landing Marine Labs, who Is studying humpback whale behavior
and feeding ecology In collaboration with Cascadia Research.
The research team Identified 177 different humpback whales and 105 blue whales In the
Gulf of the Farallones In 1986 and 1987. Whales seen this year Included resightings of
animals seen in preVious years as well as some new individuals. Analysis of photographs
taken this year is currently In progress. Project team members were also successful this
year in identIfying humpback and blue whales outside the Gulf of the Farallones and this
should prOVide a better understanding of the movements of these whales along the entire
California coast.
The researchers are very interested in receiving copies of any humpback or blue whale
photographs suitable for photo-Ident1flcatlon~. Photographs of the underside of the fJukes
of humpback or blue whales or the sides of blue whales (with the dorsal fin in view) are
suitable for Identification. Older photographs or those from outside the Gulf of the
Farallones are of particular value. Please contact Cascadia Research, 218 1/2 W. Fourth
Ave., Olympia, WA 98501 Tel. (206)943-7325.
ELECfION OF CHAPI'ER OFFICERS FOR 1989
The existing officers are, without exception, wllllng to continue for another year. They
are: President - Jerry Loomis; Vice President - Jim Willoughby; Secretary - Cindy Hazard;
Treasurer - Bob Huettmann; Membership - Marion LaRosa. The election wlll be held at
the upcoming meeting on Thursday, December 1. We all appreciate the efforts they have
contributed to the Chapter and the time so willingly given during this past year.
Sheila Baldridge, Chairperson, Nominating Committee
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MARINE MMUAL SIGHrlNGS
SfPl»ttBERIOCTOBER 1988
MONTEREY BAY
MARlN'EMAMMAL SIGHTlNGS· SEPTEMBER AND OcrOBER 1988
The following table includes marine mammal sightings for the months of September and
October and are plotted on the chart of Monterey Bay. They are coded on the table as:
date - number of animals - chart code and (observer). For example, B1 on the chart refers
to the table: 1 blue whale sighted on 9/9 by NB.
SPECIES DATE-' ANIMALS-CHART CODE(SIGHTED BY>
9/10-1-B3(ShJ)
9/13-2-B6(NB)
9/15-2-B9(ShJ)
9/24-1-B12(ShJ}
9/24-1-BI5(ShJ)
l0/1-2-B18(ShJ)
10/2-1-B21(ShJ)
10/8-3-B24(ShJ}
BLUE WHALE 9/9-1-B1(NB) 9/1o-2-B2(ShJ)
9/1o-1-B4(ShJ) 9/11-1-B5(ShJ}
9/15-2-B7(ShJ} 9/15-2-B8(ShJ}
9/18-2-B10(ShJ} 9/22-2-Bll(ShJ)
9/24-1-B13(ShJ} 9/24-1- B14(ShJ}
9/24-1-B16(TD) 10/1-1-B17(ShJ)
lO/1-2-B19(ShJ} lO/2-2-B20(ShJ}
10/6-2-B22(Shj) 10/7-2-B23(NB)
10/12-1-B25(TS,AB) 10/19-1-B26(DWV)
Sightings off the chart include: 9/24 - 3 whales were seen from the air 15
miles off Pigeon Pt., San Mateo Co.(TD);. Outside of our area two
strandings were reported: 9/1 - A small whale at Guadalope near Santa
Maria, Santa Barbara Co.(I<R). 9/14 - A 76' adult male stranded at Fort
Funston, San Francisco.
HUMPBACK WHALE 9/4-2-Hl(ShJ} 9/9-1-H2(NB) 9/15-1-H3(ShJ)
9/22-2-H4(KL) 9/24-2-H5(ShJ) 10/2-2-H6(ShJ)
10/2S-1-H7(NB) 10/27-2-H8(TJ)
Outside of our area the individual known as Humphrey was seen and photo-
identified in Drakes Bay and Bodega Harbor (Cascadia, TI<).
9/8-1-M3(ShJ)
9/13-1-M6(NB)
9/25-1-M9(ShJ)
10/1-1-MI2(ShJ)
10/9-1-M15QV)
lO/26-1-M18(DWV)
9/9-2-F3(TD)
10/2-2-F6(ShJ)
9/9-1-F2(NB)
9/25-5-F5(RTI
10/9-2-F8(ShJ)
9/8-1-M2(ShD
9/11-1-M5(ShJ)
9/22-1-M8(NB)
9/25-1-Mll(ShJ)
lO/6-1-M14(CB)
lO/25-1-M17(TF,MW)
9/9-1-Fl(NB)
9/24-6-F4(ShJ}
10/6-2-F7(ShJ}
9/1-2-Ml(RT)
9/9-2-M4(TD)
9/14-1-M7(RT)
9/25-1-MIO(ShJ)
10/5-1-M13(TD)
lO/I5-1-M16(ShJ)
lO/26-1-M19(DMV)
9/5-1-G1(RS,MW) 9/1o-1-G2(TD) 10/11-1-G3(NL)
On 9/5, one adult size animal was near Monterey Harbor for an extended
period. It was seen by different observers from both the Coast Guard
Breakwater and wharf #12. Outside of our area a 25' whale was freed alive
from a gillnet near Long Beach Harbor <Mont. Herald 10/24).
MINKE WHALE
FIN WHALE
GRAY WHALE
ORCA 9/3-1-K1(ShJ)
9/25-12-K4(CB,CC)
9/24-2-K2(ShJ)
9/26-6-K5(GM)
9/25-1-I<3(ShJ)
10/28-1-K6(RNL,GC)
BAIRD'S BEAKED
WHALE
RISSO'S DOLPHIN
PACIFIC WHITE-
SIDED DOLPHIN
9/2S-12-BBt(RT) 10/7-14-BB2(NB) 10/9-1-BB3(JV)
10/17-5-BB4(UCSC)
9/1-20-Rt(ShJ} 9/8-20-R2(ShJ) 9/18-25-R3(ShJ)
10/1-20-R4(ShJ} 10/2-15-R5(ShJ} 10/16-250-R6(ShJ)
10/27-20-R7(TJ)
9/3-200-Pt(ShJ) 9/4-1-P2(ShJ} 9/10-2G-P3(ShJ)
9/10-2-P4(ShJ) 9/11-10-PS(ShJ) 9/13-150-P6(NB)
9/15-30G-P7(ShJ) 9/1S-1000-P8(ShJ) 9/22-200-P9(NB)
9/24-S-PI0(ShJ) 9/24-50G-Pl1(TD) 10/1-10-P12(ShJ)
10/1-5-P13(ShJ) 10/6-7-P14(ShJ) 10/9-20G-P15(ShJ)
10/11-400-P16(ShJ) 10/11-50G-P17(ShJ} 10/15-100-P18(ShJ)
10/16-12-P19(ShJ) 10/17-350-P20(TD) 10/27-10-P21(NB)
NORTIIERN RIGHI'
WHALE DOLPHIN
9/9-20-Nl(NB) 9/10-20-N2(ShJ) 9/17-10-N3(ShJ)
9/24-20-N4(ShJ) 10/21-250-N5(NB)
On 10/10 a trio riding the bow all were of an unusual color morph with
white on the upper flippers and white extending further up the body sides
(ShJ). Also, a pair with this color pattern was bow riding on 10/16 (0),
MIXED SPEOES
GROUPS
RISSO'S +PACIFIC
WHITE-SIDED +
N.RIGHT WHALE
DOLPHINS
RISSO'S +
N.RIGHT WHALE
DOLPHINS
9/l-S0,40,lO-RPNI(ShJ)
9/18-100,20,20-RPN3(ShJ)
10/16-4 schools-RPN5(ShJ)
10/27-S0,20,20-RPN7(NB) .
9/11-250,12G-RN1(ShJ)
10/16-85,10-RN3(ShJ)
9/17-30,10,1G-RPN2(ShJ}
10/16-150,60,80-RPN4(NB)
10/21-1S0,200,25o-RPN6(NB)
10/11-200,30-RN2(ShJ)
RISSO'S +
PAOFIC WHITE-SIDED
DOLPHINS
9/2G-S0,20-RPI(ShJ)
10/9-20G-RP3(ShJ}
10/6-20,2-RP2(ShJ)
PAOFIC WHITE-SIDED
N. RIGHTWHALE
DOLPHINS
9/17-200,200-PN1(ShJ)
10/1-20,20-PN3(ShJ)
9/18-800,200-PN2(ShJ)
10/9-800,50-PN4(ShJ)
COMMON DOLPHIN 9/9-4o-Cl(NB)
Large groups (l00s) were seen 80-100 miles offshore from Pt. Sur by several
swordfishermen in October (per NB).
9/24-7-Bn3ij&RW)
10/13,14-13-Bn6(MS)
lO/25-Bn9(MLML)
9/11-8-Bn2(BW)
10/7-13-BnSQ&RW)
10/24-6-Bn80&RW)
9/2-7-Bnl(GKL)
9/27-20-Bn4(NB,TJ)
10/14-Bn7(ED)
10/28-12-Bn10(ED)
A single animal was seen 10 miles offshore with 100 white-sided dolphins
on 10/15 (ShJ). Another sighting of one bottlenose dolphin offshore occurred
the following day off Pt. Pinos with a mixed school of Risso's, white-sided
and N, right whale dolphins (NU). There continued to be several sightings
BOlTLENOSE DOLPHIN
DALL'S PORPOISE
HARBOR PORPOISE
CALIF. SEA LION
of animals nearshore from Marina State Beach north to Rio Del Mar Beach
in Santa Cruz. There were no similar reports last faU.
There were many sightings of porpoise from 2-10 miles west of Moss Landing
along the canyon edges.
3O-6(J animals have been observed in the last few months from shore and boat
the Sunset State Beach area <MS,ED).
On severa1 occasions in Sept. and Oct., large groups (up to 200) have been seen
travelling together in tight groups (NB). 400 animals were counted on the
Monterey Breakwater on 10/16.
NORnIERN FUR.SBAL 10/9-1-NflOV) 9/9-1-Nf2(NB) 10/2-1-Nf3(ShJ)
HARBOR SEAL One subadult with gilinet necklace at Hopkins Marine Station on10/26 (AB).
PACIFIC LEATHER·
BACKTURnB
9/24-3-Lt(ShJ) lO/l-l-Lt(ShJ}
An extraordinary year for them in our area, simi1ar to 1987.AIso many
sightings occurred in the San Francisco and Fara1Ion Island areas (NB). Is
Central California an important foraging area for this species? The great
increase in reports seems real, rather than an artifact of increased observer
effort. Fishermen reported them only rarely in previous years..
Off the chart sightings include: B2 - 25 miles w. of Pt. Sur; B12,B13,B15 - 30 miles w. of Cypress
Pt.; HS,N2 - 35 miles w. of Pt. Lobos; Fl,F2 - 45 miles w. of Pt. Sur; F4 - 30 miles w. of Pt. Sur;
I<2 - 27 miles w. of Pt. LoOOs; PIO - 18 miles w. of Pt. LoOOs; N1 - 30 miles s.w. of Pt. LoOOs; N4 - 38 miles w.
ofPt. Sur.
Compiled by Nancy Black, Alan Baldridge, Debra Shearwater
Observers: AD - A. Baldridge; CB - C. Bancroft; NB - N.Black; CC - C. Cureton; TO - T. DohJ; ED -E.
Dorfman; TF - T. Farrell; 11 - T. Jefferson; TI< - T. Kieckhefer; RNL - R.N. Lea; GKL - G.I<. Loomis; D.L. -
D. Lemon;KL- K. Lyons;I<R - K. Reisenbeck; ShJ - Shearwater Journeys; MS - M. SmuIteai RS - R
SovernsiTS - T. Sullivan; RT - R. TernulIo; DMV - D.V. Vandenberg;]V - J. Vandevere; J&RW - J&R.
Warriner; BW - B. Weed; MW - M Wilks.
BAIRD'S BEAKED WHALES IN MONTEREY BAY
by Nancy Black
On October 7, 1988, 14 Baird's Beaked whales were seen In the Monterey Canyon off Pt.
Pinos by Nancy Black and Dean Winston. They were first sighted in a very tight group
resting at the surface. Their first dive lasted twenty minutes and they resurfaced over
one mile away. Due to the very calm sea conditions, we were able to refind them by
shutting the engine off and listening for their blows. This method proved successful and
the whales were observed for over three hours with their respiration pattern consisting of
6 long dives lasting from 20-30 minutes interspersed by short dives of 5-10 minutes with
surface times of 4-12 minutes. We paralied alongside the whales as they were very
approachable and in a few instances the whales turned toward our boat to within 10'.
Generally, they seemed to be resting and at times were in a line abreast formation just
floating on the surface for several minutes. Behaviors included lobtailing and breaching.
On one occassion the group split into 2 subgroups after surfacing from a long dive, the
whales in the subgroup we were following became very active. First one whale breached
twice in a row followed by three different whales breaching in synchrony. The most
impressive thing about being so close to these whales was their extremely forceful and loud
blows.
Baird's beaked whales are generally seen 3-4 times per year in the Monterey Bay area
usually in the fall season. Beaked whales are not commonly seen probably due to their
long dive times, small group sizes and inconspicous blows. This species, the largest of all
beaked whales reaching 42', is found only in the North Pacific. These animals have a long
narrow beak with only two pairs of teeth in the lower jaw and a very bulbous forehead.
Their bodies are dark brown and usually covered with extensive long thin scars probably
caused by the teeth of other whales of their species. They feed mainly on squid with some
evidence indicating they can dive to a least 8,000'.
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YOU CAN JOIN THE I
AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY
Che:cac1c CreditCard #' _
Name: _
Addresis-s _
City, _
State Zipl _
You can give membership to a friend I
We'll send a card in your name to:
Namc..e _
Addre~ss'_ _
City' Stat:c..e__ Zilp.p__
AmOunlL.t__Froml _
\
__Active, $25
__Foreign, $30
(in U.S. Currency)
Type of Membership:
__Patron, $500
__Contributing, $250
__Supporting, $75
Expires Signature: _
Return to Membership Secretary, The American Cetacean
Society, Post Office Box 2639, San Pedro, CA 90731L ~
